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Next Week.

Mounted Policeman Rafael Gomez
Incorporation papers were filed tofor Las Cruces with day in the office of Territorial SecreCharles Maynard, tin Santa Fe con- tary Nathan Jaffa by the Capital City
for which handsome quarters
ductor, who is confined in the Terri- Bank,
torial penitentiary for conspiracy to are being prepared on the south side
of the Plaza, thus giving Santa Fe
smuggle Chinese into the United
Is
States. Maynard was taken to. Las its third bank. The capitalizationsub300 shares,
into
divided
$30,000
armen
Cruces to testify against two
scribed to as follows by the incorporarested at El Paso for stealing a
tors and. directors of the institution:
with $1,500 from Mrs.,, Maynard,
James
W. Norment 180 shares; A. J.
In the court room at Las Cruces, while Green
of Estancia, 50 shares;. C. L.
Maynard was being tried.
Bowlds 70 shares. James W. Norment
Notary Public Appointed.
of this city, is designated "as the New
Governor Curry today appointed Mexico agent. The
headquarters are
TJrbano P. Arrey of Sierra county, a officially designated as 230 San Fran"
-,
notary public.
cisco street, Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Two Mogollon Surveys.
The two surveys from Silver City
to the Gila and Mogollon country by COUSIN OF GEN.
'
lEngineer Merriwether of the Good
ERAL U. S. GRANT
Ttoads Commission will be compiled
July 18, and Territorial Engineer Died at Hospital at Trinidid, Colorado,
"
Vernon L. Sullivan intends to leave
After Being Picked Up Iri Street
over
both
to
Silver
III With Paralysis.
go
City
tonight for
.surveys, one of which is, six miles
shorter than the other, but much more
Trinidad, Colo;
July 16. John
difficult and costly of construction, in Bailey Hudson, cousjn of General U. S.
order to select the route which it is Grant, and veteran of the Civil war,
best to adopt under the circumstances. died at the local 'hospital." where he
Water Applications Granted.
had been since July '6, suffering from
n
Territorial Engineer Vernon L.
a stroke of paralysis. Hudson was
today approved the application picked up on the streets here after he
was" taken to
lor nine second feet of water out of collapsed and when-h- e
the Delaware river In southern Eddy the hospital it wasgiveriout by old
county, made by Harry C. Clark, to timers that he was a nephew of Grant
reclaim one thousand acres. Also the and that his name was William Peter
.application of the Hagerman Irrigation Hudson. His identity and relationship
Company at HagermanChaves coun- to Grant was made known after nrs
ty, for its own seepage water, to be death by bHe"of his sisters, who was
used in conjunction with the appro- at the bedside.
the
priation -- Already graue-f- or
of 8,500 acres.
'
LETTERS TO
May Visit Santa Fe.
of
Ai
Charles
TAFT AND DIAZ
Reynolds
Albany, Philippine Islands, who has
leen lecturing in the east on "The Pony Express With Cowpunchers Will
Leave San Antonio for the Two
Truth of the Philippines," and who
will deliver the lecture at Clovis, will
Capitals.
meet his old time friend,
San Antonio, Texas, July 16.
Governor Curry at Mountainair, on Dressed as old time cow punchers,
next Wednesday and come with him two special messengers leave here on
to Santa Fe to deliver his lecture here. August 1, one for Mexico City and
The lecture is one worth while hear- one for Washington to invite Taft and
Diaz to meet here during the Presiing and Governor Reynolds should be dent's
southern trip. Representing a
given a big house.
he will carry sealed
express,,
pony
as
a
served
capGovernor Reynolds
the mayor, the comfrom
documents
war, in
tain in the Spanish-America- n
and governor.
mercial
organizations
10th
command of a company of the
The trip will take sixty days to
Ohio. Later he was commissioned a
Washington and thirty to Mexico.
captain by President McKinley and
with
went to the Philippine, In 1899,
the 31st infantry. . He remained in the KABYLES WILL
islands, after the return of his regiATTACK SPANIARDS
ment, and, in 1906, was elected Govcontinuing
ernor of Albany Province,
in office to the end of his term, in Eighteen Hundred of Them are Bear1908. He is a member of the National
ing Down on Moroccon Fortress
the
of
of Elilla.
Administration
of
Council
War Veter-ans- ,
United Spanish-AmericaElilla, Morocco. July 16. It is rerepresenting the Department of ported here that the Kabyle tribesthe Veteran Army of the Philippilies. men, .1800 strong, are about to attack
Bi
Attorney Gener I to Decide
the Spanish troops. Heavy outposts
W.
Clj icy of Spanish troops have been placed
Attorney General Frank
.receives many inquiries that apj fear around the city and two batteries are
ludicrous, but today he had one from In position for attack.
Orton, New Mexico, which differed
-from the others in that.it enclosed a
fee, a dime, not of Mexican or Canadian mintage, but a real TJ. S. dime.
The letter asks the attorney general to
look up the law and render an opinion
in order to decide a bet, probably
ED
BROTHER
made while the farmers were watchleting for rain in Quay county. The
ter says:
"Dear Sir: II there is any law prohibiting the sale of pictures such as
women naked or almost so in the Territory of New Mexico, piease tell mer
of the nature of it as best you remem-fcsit without the trouble of looking
it up. I enclose 10 cents and thank
you for a reply. I nor any of my
friends" are selling these. This is to
. settle
an argument and we know of
HORRIBLY
no better authority.".
As a matter of fact, New Mexico has
no statute covering the matter, for the Cuts Face Into Ribbons
and
'
United States statute, Section 5389 R.
Slices Off Nose and
S. U. S., applies directly and specifically to the District of Columbia and
the territories, and it provides a penfive years
alty of from six months to
to $2,- -'
New York, July 16. Because he
$100
and
"in the penitentiary
000 fine, for selling or in any manner slapped her smaller brother, Lena
exhibiting to sell, or lending, or giving Miellne, 13, took terrible revenge on
away or in any manner exhibiting, or
Getor having in possession Anthony Romaln, 13, yesterday.
publishing,
to
hold
victim
older
an
the,
boy
obscene
ting
for any such purpose any
the gril drew a razor from
book, pamphlet, paper, writing, adver- from behind
folds of her skirVfiashing the face
the
drawpicture,
circular,
print,
tisement,
to ribbons,' cut off one ear
ing or other representation of Im- of Romaln
cut the face and scalp in
nose
and
the
medicine
or
or
any drug
moral nature,
she
any article for causing unlawful, a dozen, places, v, When arrested,
said no one could slap her brother
without paying for it.
(Continued on Page Eight.)
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Washington, D. C, July 16. ilte
tariff bill and other legislation is for
gotten in the excitement over the 1011
game between the Republicans and
Democrats of the House at the American League Park this afternoon. The
House is plastered with posters and
the game is regarded as a national
event. There will be at least ten subs
to each team and it is hinted some
ringers, but this is denied by Captains
Tener, Republican, and Kinkald, Democrat. All players are in uniform
except Ollie James, of Kentucky, who
cannot get a fit. The
vice-preside-

"

will be umpire.
Oppose Traveling Allowance.
Washington, July 16. After a lively
debate the Democrats in the House
failed in their efforts to have a provision brought in by Mr. Tawney ap.

for President
propriating $25,000
Taft's traveling expenses stricken otit
of an urgent deficiency bill. The latter measure was under consideration
throughout the session.
Members on the Democratic side,
were unsparing in their charges of bad
faith because the House at the last
session, as they alleged pledged itself
not to make any additional allowances
to the president. This was vigorously
denied by Chairman Tawney and his
colleague on the appropriation committee, Mr. Smith of Iowa.
i'"ffi
.

Discussing Draw Back Proviso.

'5

Washington. D. C, July 16. Te
tariff conferees today considered th j
agricultural products schedule. It in
U(eBimittee ?f
expected that the
back provision today. Indications are
thaU the conference will reject, the
Senate provision that a drawback be
hot allowed, on wheat, wheat flour,
and
by products.
flax, barley
President Favors Free Oil, Coal,
Washington, July 16. In reply to
twenty-thre- e
representa
Republican
tives who stormed the White House
;

today telling the President that their
political lives depended on the pro
tection of raw material, the President
said he favored protection where protection was necessary but when protection is not necessary he favored
reducing or removing the duty. It is
generally known that the President
favors free hides, free oil and free
coal. The representatives said that
if raw material is not protected, their
states would go Democratic.

MILLIONS OF FLOWERS

t Pittsburg, Pa., July 16. "Shoot to
Rill if any man reaches for his gun,"

is the order given the state constabulary, guarding the plant of the
pressed steel cur works, at McKee's
Rocks, from the strikers. The situa
tion is critical. Ten thousand men,
women and children are gathered at
the big gate this morning and after
throwing bricks at foreigners, opened
fire on the police inside.
Suddenly
the big gate swung open and 25 con
stabulary rode into the mob at full
speed, firing their carbines in the
air. Amid screams and curses of
the strikers, the mob was driven half
a mile from the plant, 30 being inThis brings
jured, some seriously.
the number of injured last night and
today to fifty, some from bullet
Wounds but mostly cuts and bruises.
Street cars, vehicles and pedestrians
are held up by the strikers In the
vicinity of the plant and made to
prove they are not seeking work
there. Police squads of ten keeping
the mob on the move, were showered
with bricks, several being slightly injured Twenty-twcharged with rioting were brought to the county jail
by the sheriff A grievance committee of the strikers is to be appointed
tow confer with the
company officials
this morning.
President HoffstatTof the' company
arrived today. He says it Is untrue
that workmen must pay .foremen to
get a job and claims the objection
to pooling system .on open shop work
is unjustified.
He says most of the
men want to work but are intimidated by the strikers...
'
Ten thousand llftehded a mass SfiVf?
was
which
ing;
closely watched by
the authorities to prevent incendiary
speeches. The strikers are being supplied with liquor.
o

Washington, July 16. The President has decided to appoint Charles
E. Crane, president of the Crane &
Co., of Chicago, minister to China.
Crane is young, wealthy and an extensive traveler. He is regarded as
an authority on politics of the far
r
east and Russia. He supported
Cleveland. He never held a political office but Is one of the founders of the Municipal Voters League
.

Gro-ve-

of Chicago.

WHEAT CROP
OF NORTHWEST
Leads With 36,000,000
Washington
Bushels, Then Corner Oregon
With 14,000,000.
Spokane, Wash., July 16. Reports
received by L. G. Monroe, secretary of
the Spokane chamber of commerce,
from 367 important points in Washington, Idaho, Montana and Oregon,
show that the wheat crop this season
will be between 62,000,000 and
bushels.
Thirteen counties
in eastern Washington report approximately 36,000,000 bushels, Oregon
will cut about 14,000,000,
Idaho is
credited with 7,000,000, while incomplete data from Montana shows between 5,000,000 and 6,000,000 bushels.
are
It Is believed these statistics
as well informed
ranchers and mlllmen say Washington will yield not less than 37,500,000
while Idaho and Montana should each
touch the 8,000,000 mark. The crop
I will be woi-fli- ;
more to the growers
than in T907, whiif the .record yield
was harvested. Prices are higher for
all grades of wheat, ranging from
$1.15 for bluestem to 95 cents for the
.

red varieties.

CAPITOL HILL
EARTHQUAKE TREMOR
NOT SOUTH SIDE
AT SANTA BARBARA
N. Salmon Makes Timely Suggestion

About Portion of Town on Other
., Side of River.

n

-'

n

south-boun- d

But What Become of the Women In
the Automobile That Collided With
the Pug.
Crown Point, Ind., July 16. Jack
Johnson, training at Cedar Lake, near
here, was in an auto accident last
night. He was racing with a machine
which contained several women when
the machines collided. The reports;
say that Johnson was unhurt

PRESIDENT

WILL BE
IN DENVER IN AUGUST.

Denver,
July
has notified the
;

16.

President
f the

officials-o-

Taft
Trans-Mississip-

Commercial Congress that
provided the tariff bill, is disposed of
by August 1, he will attend the meeting of the congress in Denver, August
16.

Represents the
Acme of Economy and

Sub-Draina-

ge

Science.
Spokane, Wash., July 16. Fourteen
approved methods of irrigating, adapted to practically every kind of land
aud the various tree, root and vine
crops, will be demonstrated on a
tract in the Spokane valley with
in a stone's throw of the city limits
in connection with the 17th sessions
of the National Irrigation Congress
in Spokane, August 9 to 14. The purpose is to afford the delegates to the
congress and visitors an opportunity
to study the best known means of
moisture by
artificial
supplying
means to orchards, berry and sugar
beet fields, vineyards and hay and
grain lands. There will also be dem
onstrations by manufacturers of ap
paratus used in modern irrigation.
Ten acres of land has been set aside
for displays of machinery.
What Is considered by experts to
be the acme of scientific Irrigation
and at the same time the most eco
nomical method will be shown in the
use of porous tile pipe laid under the
ground. The principle is the antithesis of drainage in that the pores and
joints of the pipes give out sufficient
water to supply the plant life above
them.
This plan is declared to be
practicable In supplying moisture for
fruit trees, vegetables, berries and
almost every kind of product, the
1j-ac-

advantage being that the water carried by the pipes is discharged direct
ly below the roots of the plants, Instead of on the surface of the soil.
In comparison with the foregoing
plan there will be shown the primi
tive method, practiced by irrigator?
before it was learned how to distribute water economically, and to the
best advantage. No grading or leveling was done on this tract; in fact,
in contour it is as nature left it. Water is taken to the highest point on
the land to distribute itself over the
ground. The idea in this is to show
waste of water and soil by washing

FLYNN SIGN UP
Denver, Colo., July 16. It was announced last night at Philadelphia that
Jack O'Brien and Jim Flynn, signed
articles to meet in a ten round bout at
the auditorum here on July 29. Under
the state laws, no decision can be
given.

Sublrrigating by means of open
ditches will also be shown. ' The
ditches are of such depth that the
water is absorbed without moistening
the surface. This method is advantageous where soil has a tendency to
bake or become crusted after wateri-

It Was Sharp and Buildings Received
a Shaking But No Material

Damage Done.

Capitol

desirable residence portion. Quite a
Final and Most Pretentious of Elks' number of new homes are going up
and the older houses have been or are
Parade Viewed by an Immense
modernized. Capitol Hill sounds
being
Throng.
good,, and has found favor at Denver
and other capitals where the most
Los Angeles, July 16. The last
fashionable residence portions are
and most pretentious of the Elks' paknown
by that name.
rades was viewed by an immense
throng this morning. Every nation
fra- LEON LING
was represented and thirty-sevePOPS
ternal and industrial organizations
UP IN LONDON
were in line. China and Japan vied
with each other to produce the greatest attraction in the parade. The Seen by an American But Policeman
Refuses to Arrest the Suspected
floats represented every industry in
Chinaman.
Millions of flowers
the southwest.
in
decorations.
the
used
were
London, July 16. According to the
of an American from Scotland
report
GOVERNMENT MUST
yard, Leon Ling Is now in London.
OBEY THE LAW The American who knew Ling in New
York says he saw him outside of a
Cannot Sell Heron Plumes and Aig- jeweler's shop in the Royal Exchange.
The American called a policeman, tellrettes Seized for Customs Duties
;
ing him of the Chinaman, but the poat New York.
liceman hesitated to act and the ChiNew York, July 16. The solictor of naman escaped. The police are now
the treasury decided that $1,000 worth searching.
of heron plumes called aigrettes, seized by the customs inspectors, must be OPEN
SWITCH
destroyed. Collector Loeb advertised
afthe plumes for sale at auction but
CAUSES DISASTER
ter protest of the Audubon Society,
16.
Three
111., July
the solicitor ruled that the governChampaigne,
ment had no more right to break the trainmen were killed and two Injured
in a head-ocollision between a north
law than an Individual.
and
passenger trains on
the Chicago and Eastern Illinois RailJACK JOHNSON
way this morning. The collision was
WASN'T HURT caused by an open switch.

IRRIGATION CONGRESS

and erosion.
The individual system, also to ne
demonstrated, calls for piping water
to every tree. To make it effectivfe
the water must have a head. The
pipe, which may be small, is run to
within three feet of a tree to discharge water into a circular ditch or
basin built around the tree. This
method is desirable in districts where
a small amount of water is desired to
do a large amount of irrigating. There
Is no loss from evaporation or seepage, and only the ground in which the
tree grows receives the water. The
cost of Installing this system Is much
larger than for the open ditch or
flume system, but the different Is
soon made up on the cost of water,
or where It Is paid for by the acre-foo- t.

Santa Barbara, Cal., July 16. A
earth tremor was felt here this
sharp
Upon the suggestion of N. Salmon,
the San Francisco merchant, the prin- morning, shaking buildings but doing
no damage.
cipal property owners have agreed
Destructive Trembler in Greece.
Hill
upon the name of Capitol
from
London, July 16. Specials
for the south side of the city.
300 were killed or
Athens
state
that
Capitol Hill is experiencing a remarkIn the provable (building activity at present and injured by an earthquake
ince of Ells, Greece, yesterday with
with the beautiful Capitol Park, the
great damage to property.
and exectuive mansion as a

IN DECORATION civic center, is developing Into a most

NAT.

O'BRIEN AND

SHAH OF PERSIA

Has Taken Refuge
in the Russian
Legation
I

APPOINT

REGENT

Arrangements Being Made
to Organize Provisional
Government.
Teheran, July 16. The fact that
the Shah' of Persia this morning took
refuge in the Russian legation is regarded as his abdication of the
throne. Arrangements were started
to organize a provisional government
pending the appointment of a regent.
It is probable that the successful rev
olutionaries will choose Mohammed
All, son of the Shah, to rule the state.
He is a minor and will be under a
regent, probably Zill Es, Sultan, an
uncle of the dethroned Shah,

ngTwo tracts will show the practicability of watering steep land in open
ditches.
The inclines on one tract
are from 30 to 45 degrees. The other
shows the terrace system, water being dropped from one terrace to the
other. It will be demonstrated that
land can be irrigated by this plan
without washing or erosion.
One form of the corrugation system Is applied to soil where the land
slopes in more than one direction,
the ditches being made to follow the
natural contour, which needs no grad-I- n
Water is supplied through one
box and the ditches Bpread out In fan
shape over the land.
corAnother plan of the
rugation Idea, best adapted to sugar
beet, alfalfa and grain lands with a
gentle slope, shows water distribuditches or
tion by means of
and
about 18
deep
rills, 21-- inches
'
inches apart." The marginal dike or
basin system of irrigation shows
ditches built surrounding the tract of
varying size running from one acre
to 10 acres In area. To practice this
l
method successfully the land must
or have only a gentle slope. Sufficient head may be had in the water
itself to cause- - it to spread over the
ground.
On another tract Is the dike system
which follows the natural contour of
the land, This method 'is adapted to
ground with a slope, but is' not practical for level land. It is similar to
the side dike system but the first cost
2

be-leve-

(Continued on Page

Eight)
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Established 1856.

AWAKENINGS.

What

do we know, in

unrest.
Whether the dream or waking

J

was blest,
And that there came a
when day was breaking.

What

do we know

about

I
I

change

little

pleasure,

misery

and

strife?
What shall we know when we have
passed its portal?
Perhaps we shall remember that we

All

careful

women use

Woman who suffer from
headaches, and all disea-e- s II
due to a torpid liver, should II
ll
not fill their stomach with calomel and other drugs.
HEROINE QUICKLY CURES
Biliousness, Constipation, Chills
and Fever, Dyspepsia, Malaria
and all Liver Complaints.
Mrs. C. D. Phillev Marble
Falls, Tex. writes : I find Her-bithe best liver corrective I
ever tried. It has done my family and myself a world of
pood. I recommend it to my

COMPANY

B6-v- ere

dreamed,

That time with sweet or troubled

vis-

ions teemed,
When we are wide awake, alive,
immortal.
Ethel M. Coleman, in Century.

1

Placed Under Peace Bond Newton
Jackson was placed under $500 peace
bond at Raton not to molest S. I.
Amdursky, who claims to have been
assaulted by Jackson.
Death of Pedro Apodaca Pedro
Apodaca, aged 51 years, died at Albuquerque yesterday. The funeral took
place today. His wife, Doloritas Car-ci- a
de Apodaca, a son and three
daughters, survive him. The cause
of death was heart failure.

Let us nsk you why pay $3.50 for pnlr of shops, when
one pair of our
require three pair to wear as long as for
$5,00.
It is
pay $5.00 when we, can duplicate the Shoe
ou will Hud in .our
pocket will sutler.
(ramble and vour feet as well as your
TO
0001)
$4.00 Shoes every POINT KNOW
)t will

friends."
- PRICE 80c.

$4.00 SHOES

ARE THE BEST

$4.00

and jewelry as low as $10 and as high as $200.
Loans are strictly private. T me one month to one year. Rates are
reasonable. Call and see us before borrowing.

On notes, diamonds

Vm. FAR AH

at SALMON Store

Phone

36

THE LEADING DRY GOODS
IN THE

CITY.

TRY OUR

Ml IS la

Also Good fo

I

Chickens

SOLE AGENTS FOR

International Stock Food

and its
subjects
pletely tied up a steam railroad. It.
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in
It is an admitted tact tfcat rea esLEO HERSCH
happened on the. Harriman system at
Twin Falls, Idaho, the other day, tate, financial men and merchants all
when a lusty swarm accomplished obtained by advertising In the New
Potatoes,
Flour, Hay,
what the national congress, James J. ' say that quickest and best results are
Hill and well organized agencies have Mexican
utterly failed to do.
Tin dishpans,
whistles
THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE.
and other recognized lures failed to
dislodge the swarm, which had settled in the spout of the standpipe at
the water tank, where a long train of To weak and ailing women, there is at least one
to help. But with that way, two treatments,
freigh tears stood on the main line way
be combined. One is local, one is constitu.
DIAMONDS
without sufficient water in the boiler must
WATCHES
tional, but both aro important, both essential.
Dr. Shoop's Night Cure is the Local.
of the big Mogul to pull out. The
Shoop's Restorative, the Constitutional.
did excellent St.
driver and
The former Dr. Shoop's Night Cure is a topical
laa.'ULfit.ot'VLxax of
team work in trying to reach the mucous membrane suppository remedy, while Dr. RIGHT PRICES
. T
Restorative is wholly an internal treatShoop's
WATr1 Eye Tetted and
pipe, but the bees gave them short ment. The Restorative reaches throughout the
entire system, seeking the- repair oi all nerve, RIGHT GOODS
Fitted By
shrift and the men refused to make all
tissue, and all blood ailments.
the second attempt.
The "Night Cure", as its name implies, does its
Method.
RIGHT SERVICE
while you sleep. It soothes sore and inflamH. A. Swab, a local expert in bee work
ed mucous surfaces, heals local weaknesses and
while
scene
the Restorative, eases nervous
discharges,
matters, bore down upon the
CUT GLASS, CHINA AND SILVERWARE.
gives renewed vigor and ambition,
to capture the swarm. He was armed excitement,
builds up wasted tissues, bringing about renewed
N. M.
346 San Francisco Street, Santa Fe,
with a nail bag and two long sticks. strength, vigor, and energy. Take Dr. Shoop's
Restorative Tablets or Liquid as a general tonio
He sent his helper to coax the bees to the system. For positive local help, use as well
into the keg, but in less than six sec-- ;
onds the assistant had a score of active bees up his sleevs, and he made
a dash toward the railway station.
Swab also remembered he had an
important busines engagement else-

NATHAN SALMON.

Mi,

Phone 10a
store In Santa Fe.

San Francisco Street.
The largest and the only

HALF CENTURY

by

cause of delaying the train will be incorporated in the official report to
headquarters, the foregoing record is
made to show what caused the tie
Lodged in Spout of Stand Pipe at
up on the line.
Water Tank It Withstood All
Assaults Upon It.
The New Mexican Printing Comhas on hand a large supply of
pany
Spokane, Wash., July 16 While
and tablets suitable for school
pads
doswarming bees are credited with
work, the desk, and also for lawyers
ing all sorts of unusual things, proband
merchants; good everywhere. .We
ably this is the first time that a queen will sell them
at 5 cents in book form.
comretinue and

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.
MONEY TO LOAN

A

FISCHER DRUG COMPANY

SWARM OF BEES
TIES UP RAILROAD

SHOES ON EARTH

FOR

.

HOUSE

SHOES-MAKIN-

WE BELIEVE OUR

POBox U)

MO.

Sc!d and Recommended

RETAIL

We Carry Only Reliable Lines in Every Department

Ballard Snow Liniment Co.
ST. LOUIS,

SHE ft

DRY GOODS

ne

"fcl'MAfll
IMUW
$5.00 kind. WHY.

Incorporated 1903

Giiipi

life-- Its

toil and

1909

BROTHERS.

more

our

16,

SELIGMAM

truth, about our

sleep?
Only that dreams sometimes, pursuing, creep
Over the unseen bound we call
awakening.
Know that we gained refreshment or
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Weak Women
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coal-heave-

Pansy
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Dr. Shoop's

Imperial Whole Wheat
Graham
it
Corn Meal

where.
The foreman and members of the
section crew were next routed, and
when the engineer appealed to Agent
D
Sullivan that worthy declared it was
a matter for the maintenance of way
WEJCONTROL ABOVE BRANDS OF FLOUR for SANTA FE
department. The conductor of the
stalled train suggested sending for
the sheriff, while the stoker insisted
upon calling out the fire brigade. The
brakeman on the front end offered
no solution, as he was nursing a dozSoutheast Corner Plaza, Santa Fe.
en or more knobs of the size of maTelephone No. 40
ture hickory nuts on face, hands and
body.
Finally, a bystander prescribed the
water cure, adding: "If that doesn't
drive 'em away nothing will." A well
directed stream from a garden hose
seemed to have a quieting effect and
the pipe was lowered to the intake
on the tender and the tank filled with
i

Co.

CALL AJ9D SEE FOR YOURSELF

THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF

bees and water.
'
While replacing the pipe the fireman was attacked by a few stragglers
land to protect himself from further
.onslaught he tied a red bandanna
handkerchief round his head. After
raising the spot he tucked the handkerchief into his pocket and accepted
the congratulations of the onlookers
'
upon his escape, but while mopping
his face a vagrant bee winged its way
out of the folds of the bandanna and
stung him on the lip.
After the excitement with the bees,
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SKIPPING THE BAD ONES
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two small boys climbed to the roof
of the water tank and with bare hands
captured the queen, placing it in the
bottom of the keg, into which the
bees quickly swarmed. Swab bought
the swarm, presenting the boys $1.25
to swell the candy and lemonade
fund, and the incident closed.
As it is not likely that the real

Our Goods and Prices are Right

Doors From

LAWN MOWERS AND LAWN SPRINKLERS

Phone
No 14

Up.

FOR THE TOILET AND NURSERY

w

.HARDWARE CO.

J'

AT

Squibs Talcum sa

ZOOIC'S
PHARMACY

The Purest Impalpable Talcum Powder Made

PHONE NO. 213

FRIDAY, JULY

There

Office
N.
M., June 15, 1909.
Santa Fe,
Notice is hereby given that Sefe-rin- o
Vigil of Santa Fe, N. M., who,
on July 26, 1904, made Homestead
Entry (010493) No. 7992, for E
; SW
NW
Sec. 13, and
SW
lot 3, Sec. 24, Township 18 N, Range
10 E, N. M. P. Meridian has filed
e
of intention to make final five
year proof, to establish claim to the
land above described, before the register and receiver at Santa Fe, N. M.,
on the 28 of July, 1909.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Rafael Montoya, Beatriz Vigil, Da- niian Montoya, Manuel Sals y Cres- 4)in, all of Santa Fe, N.'M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
U. S. Land

2

1-- 4

HOT

AND PROVEN

TESTED

(Homestead Entry No. 7992.)
Notice for Publication.
Department of the Interior,

1--
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Register.
The New Mexican does printing and
"binding equal to the best done in
any of the large cities. Try our work
and you will certainly come
again. We have all the facilities for
turning out every class of work,
one of the best binderies in
the West.

is a Heap of Solace in Being
d
Able to Depend Upon a
Well-Earne-

Reputation.

TO

HE EXPERIMENTS

For months Santa Fe readers have
seen the constant expression of praise
for Doan's Kidney Pills, and read
about the good work they have done
in this locality. Not another remedy
ever produced such convincing proof
of merit.
Pasquale Yanni, College street,
Santa Fe, N. M., says: "In 1902 I
gave a public testimonial in favor
of Doan's Kidney Pills to the effect
that they had cured me of a pain in
my back, caused by disordered kidneys. My work obliges me to sit
down a good deal and this weakened
my kidneys, causing much backache.
While at work I suffered more intensely than at any other time and I was
very anxious to find a remedy that
would relieve me. Learning of Doan's
Kidney Pills, I procured a box at
Stripling, Burrows & Co.'s drug store
and to my delight, they soon fixed me
up in good shape. During the past,
seven years I have had no need of
Doan's Kidney Pills or any other kidney medicine."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
cents.
Co., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the name Doan's and
take no other.

Will Investigate Effect of Forests on
Stream Flow
E

Local Forest Men Have Looked Into Conditions on Nam-b- e

and Holy Ghost Creeks

behavior of each stream is, however, I
very essential in deciding upon thei
should include
This
watersheds.
such points as the height of water in
the spring, or after heavy storms;
how long I lie water may become during prolonged drougnt; whether the
stream dries up during the summer;
and especially whether it is fed by
underground springs this last point
Is especially important since it may
obscure the true relation between
streaniflow and forest cover.
Accessibility.
The watersheds must be readily accessible from the railroad, so that
people interested in the problem may
easily reach and examine them. It Is
preferable to have the watersheds
near together adjoining would b9
ideal, and at most they must not be
more than eight miles apart.
The chief point to be borne in mind
is to select watersheds as nearly alike II
as possible in soil, topography, geological formation, precipitation, etc.,
but as different as possible in the
forest cover. For this reason forest
officers, should go into as much detail
as possible regarding the conditions
on each watershed.

The United States Forest Service
is anxious to carry on experiments
whereby the effect of forests upon
the How of streams may be determined. Consequently, the various officials of the forest service have been LIVE ITEMS
notified to inyestigate conditions in
Foster-MilburFROM MORIARTY
their particular jurisdiction. In comIt la an admitted fact that reav
office
local
with
the
the
order,
pliance
tate, financial men end merchants all
detailed H. C. Viles and H. II. Pooler Busy and Prosperous Town on the
ay that quickest and best results are
to investigate local conditions. These
New Mexico Central Tributary
obtained by advertising la the New
two men made a trip to the headwato Santa Fe.
Mexican.
ters of the Xambe and Holy Ghost
creeks and have secured the data
TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
Rev. David Broadus who owns a
Connection made wltti Automobile asked for by headquarters. While claim two miles
north of Moriarty
favorline at Torrance for Roswell daily, the report shows conditions
left
evening on the
Wednesday
Automobile leaves Torrance for Ros- able for the carrying on of the desired southbound
for Canadian, Textrain
well at 4 a. ni and arrives at Roswell experiments, nothing conclusive has
as, where he will attend a convention.
at 12, noon. Automobile leaves Ros-- j yet been determined. The work will Rev. Broadus expects to be away for
THE
well for Torrance at 1 p. m. and ar- be of the greatest interest not to men two or three weeks.
rives at Torrance at 10 p. m. The tion the value of the experiments.
Dr. and Mrs. II. G. Bartlett and Mr.
fare between Santa Fe and Torrance Following are some of the points that
and
Mrs. T. H. Berry returned Wedis $5.80 and between Torrance and have to be borne in mind by the fornoon on train No. 1 from Alnesday
in
Roswell $10. Reserve seats on auto-- ; est men in making the necessary
The party drove from
mobile by wire. J. W. Stockard, vestigations regarding suitable loca- buquerque.
Duke City early Monto
the
Moriarty
tions to begin experiments.
manager, Automobile Line.
morning.
day
Number.
Matt Bowman left Wednesday eve
Two watersheds, as nearly alike as
Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and
in Paducah, Ky.
possible in every respect except as ning for his home
Diarrhoea Remedy Would Have
V.
It.
Winchester,
representing the
to
for
are
forest conditions,
necessary
Saved Him $100,00.
Rldenour Grocery Company of Chion
the
carrying
experiment.
"In 1902 I had a very severe attack
For all Coughs and Colds,
cago, 111., was a business visitor in
of diarrhoea," says R. N. Farrar of
Size.
Diarrhoea, both in children and
and Thursday.
The watersheds must be small, pre- Moriarty Wednesday
Cat Island, La., "For several weeks I
P. Kennedy and his two broth
John
adults, Rheumatism, Kidney and
was unable to do anything. On March ferably not more than 200 acres, nor
of
Stomach Complaints.
ers, B. J. and W. D. Kennedy
18, 1907, I had a similar attack, and less than 100 acres in extent, and of
Moriar111., passed through
There is no more efficient
Chicago,
took Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera approximately the same size.
ty Wednesday evening on their return
Liniment and Medicated Oil
and Diarrhoea Remedy which gave
Forest Conditions.
to Estancia. Mr. Kennedy's brothers
than the INTERNATIONAL.
me prompt relief. I consider it one
One of the .watersheds must be were well pleased with the sights of
of the best medicines of its kind In covered with a dense forest, if possithe Ancient City.
the world, and had I used It in 1902 ble over the entire area, but in no
H. A. Coomer, auditor and
believe it would have saved me a hun- case must the area under forest be
Cunningham of the New Mexdred dollar doctor's bill. Sold by all less than 90 or 93 per cent of the en- ico
These remedies can be found
Central were passengers on the
druggists.
tire watershed. The other watershed train No. 3 Wednesday evening.
For Sale by all Druggists and
must be entirely void of forest growth
Mrs. Mary W. Freeman, born JanDealers In Medicine!
The seals and recora books for no- or only partially wooded, not more, uary 26th, 1872, at Canollton, Mo.,
taries public for sale by the New however, than 15 or 20 per cent of its died July 13, 1909. She leaves a husMexican Printing Company at very area, especially if the forest is dense. band and four children to mourn her
reasonable rates. Seals for incopo-rate- The condition of the forested water- loss. Mrs. Freeman was taken to
Compounded Solely, By
companies are also handled. shed must be as good as can be found, Albuquerque July 5th to undergo an
THE INTERNATIONAL MEDICINE CO
Call at or address the New Mexican not burned, at least within the last operation. On account of her weak
ten or fifteen years, and with a good ened condition brought on by an ill-- .
Pinting Company, Santa Fe. N. M.
OF NEW MEXICO.
It Is preferable to ness lasting for the past several jears
deep humus.
have
watershed burned she was unable to rally after the opthe
deforested
If you wan: anything on earth try
Central New Mexico
or heavily grazed, with the ground eration.
New Mzican want "ad."
hard and packed, and deprived as
Miss Mary Cullers who has been atmuch as possible of any decaking leaf tended by Dr. Bartlett for the past
litter or humus. The character of tw oweeks is rapidly improving. Miss
the original forest, or of that part still Cullers lives with her parents fifteen
remaining on the watershed, must be miles southeast of Moriarty on a
about the same as that which grows ranch but a short while ago was
on the forested watershed. It would
brought to Moriarty and placed in
not be fair to compare a forested the Cottage hotel e
under the conwatershed covered with yellow pine stant care of the doctor.
with a watershed which once sup
The farmers report that crops that
ported an Engelmann spruce or a were apparently dead before the
lodgepole pine forest.
rains came are now beginning to
Topography.
spring from the ground.
The two watersheds must have a
fairly rugged topography, with the
NOTICE.
slopes at an angle ranging between
Territorial Engineer.
of
Department
15 degrees and 35 degrees; too steep
First
July 9, 1909.
publication
as in a canon, or too gentle
slopes
Last publication July 30, 1909.
BALDWIN PLAYER
slopes, may be a drawback in bringSanta Fe, N. M.. June 28, 1909.
ing out clearly the desired results.
PIANO
Is hereby given that on the
Notice
The topography of the two waterof June 1909 in accordance
ELLINGTON PLAYER
sheds must be as nearly alike as pos- 11th day
Section
20, Irrigation Law of
with
sible.
PIANO
Salazar of Coyote,
Cresencio
1907,
Soil.
Rio
Arriba, Territory of
It is preferable to have watersheds county of
made
New
application to the
Mexico,
with rocky or clayey soils rather than
Easy Payments ,
of New Mexico
waterTerritorial
two
soils.
The
Engineer
deep, sandy
Easy Terms
to
appropriate from the
sheds must have as nearly as possible for a permit
the same soils. The results will be Public Waters of the Territory of New
Old Pianos taken in
misleading if we compare a forested Mexico.
watershed with clayey soil with a
Such appreciation is to be made
Exchange.
deforested one with a deep sandy soil. from Ojlto de la Alameda at points
In the latter case the result may be 3320 minutes S. 41 degrees W. from
almost the same in spite of the fact S. E. corner Sec. 36 T. 23 N. R. 4 E.
cu. ft.
tnat the forest is lacking.
By means of diversion and
"Geological Formation.
second i' to be conveyed to Sec.
per
' The kind of rock, and more especial- 36 T. 23 N R. 4 E. by means of ditches
ly the position of the rock (whether and there used for Irrigation and dohorizontal, vertical, or slanting,) are mestic use.
very important and should be careAll persons who may oppose the
San Francisco St.
It is preferable to
fully described.
of the above application must
have watersheds where the rock lay- granting
file their objections, substantiated by
ers are horizontal or slanting rather
backed) with the
than vertical. In the latter case As- affidavits, .(properly on or before four
Territorial
Engineer
sures may form which, will permit the
rain water to penetrate deep into the weeks from date of last publication
earth an'd to reappear in another wa- hereof.
VERNON L. SULLIVAN,
tershed or reach the sea by underTerritorial Engineer.
ground passages.
OF
Climatic Conditions.
Boy's Life Saved.
It is very essential that the' two
little
My
boy, four years old, had a
watersheds receive an equal amount
We had
of precipitation in the form of rain severe attack of dysentery.
them
of
gave
both
two
or snow. This, however, cannot be
MESILLA PARK, N. MEX.
physicians;
unamDer-lain'- s
him
We
then
him
gave
up.
without
having
definitely ascertained
Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea
taken measurements of rain and snow
school whose aim is to prepare young men and women
for a number of years, and, since such remedv which cured him and believe
measurements are still lacking In that saved his life. William H.
for practical life under modern conditions. Complete
is
most places, it will probably be suf- Strollng, Carbon Hill, Ala. There
the
savss
no
doubt but this remedy
ficient for this purpose merely to
College courses are offered in Agriculture, in Mechanical
Give
select, watersheds having the same lives of many children each year.
to the
C'vi and Electrical Engineering and in Household Ecoaltitude, the same exposure, and sit- It was castor oil according
uated close to each other. Water- plain printed directions and a cure
nomics. Also short courses in Practical Mechanics and Agriculsheds located at the same altitude Is certain. For sale by all druggists.
and facing the same direction will,
ture, courses in Stenography, and a four, year preparatory
Ths New Mexican ran ffo printing
in all probability, receive the same
amount of precipitation.
equal to that done in any of the large
course. Expenses are low and there are many opportunities
cities. Our solicitor, every piece of
Conditions of Stream.
A thorough and careful description work we turn out.
Try our stock
for self support.
drains each once and you will certainly come
of the stream which
For Catalogue 4nd further information, address the President
watershed must be made. Although again. We have allthe faciltlee for
it is realized that a thorough knowl turning out every class of work, Inedge of the behavior of a stream can cluding one of the beet binderies In
be obtained 'only through measure- the West
ments, extended over a number of
Agricultural College, N. Mex. '
Subscribe for the taw, Mexican.
years, a general description of the
n

New Mexico Military Institute
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
Point of ths Southwest"
Army Officers Detailed by War Department,
Army Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS

The West

"A."
Through Academic course, preparing young

men for college or for business life. Great
amount of open air work. Uealthlets location
of any Military School In the Union. Located
n the beautiful Pecos Valley the garden
spot of the West at an elevation of 3,700

i ,y - v.
H

A

Fllyan
For particulars and Illustrated catalogue
address.
COL. IAS. W. WILUtON,

Superintendent

THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

ALBUQUERQUE
Has been established eighteen years. It has seven
buildings, including two dormitories one for men and
one for women.
It has a faculty of sixteen instructors, especially educated and trained for their respective departments. Its students are yearly increasing
in

Best

HAMILTON
HOWARD
MONARCH

High Grade

BESITY

at reasonable rates
Address President W. G. TIGHT,
Albuquerque, New Mexico.

Wells Fargo & Company
Express!

General Express Forwarders
TO

AH

REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH.

Pianos

J. D. BARNES. Aoent

LIVERY STABLE
PINE RIGS, RELIABLE HORSES. SINGLE
BUGGIES, SURRIES, HACKS.

CALL UP 'PHONE NO. 9
When in Need of Anything in the Livery Line
Drivers Furnished. Rates Right.

2

Santa fe
306

music storE

Parts of the World.

Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Fargo
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS. TRAVELERS'
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
Payable Throughout the United! States. Canada. Mexico
and all Foreign Countries.

to-b-

MAX GARDENER

I

OH AS, CLOSSOM.
ac

527 San

NEW MEXICO COLLEGE
AGRICULTURE AND MECHANIC ARTS

2 U

W. E.

Garrison,

.5:

College of Letters and
Sciences, Engineering,
Education, Preparatory
Commercial.

'ROOM AND BOARD AT THE

d

SFon

numbers.

100

road-mast-

F

Jf

r

GET TO USING

They jAreSThe

i ,i

feet above sea level, sunshlna every day, but
Ittie rain or snow during session.
Eleven Officers'.and Instructors, all graduates from star.dard
eastern colleges. Ten
buildings, throughly furnished, heated, lighted
and modern In all respects.
REGENTS E. A. Cahoon, President; W
G, Hamilton, Vice President; J. Phelps White,
Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and W

Francisco Street

ttan Hares

Indian ana

ano Curios

Blankets, Baskets, Wax, Feather and Linen Drawn Work, Opals,
Turquoise, Garnets and Other Gems.
OUR'MOTTO: To Have the Best of Everything In Our Line.

,

SALE

ONLY
ofthe:taMtEml)oi(lefiess

lite Goods

ALL OP THE VERY
EVER SHOWN- IN THIS CITY.
PATTERNS
AND DESIGNS
LATEST AND NEWEST
-

INSPECTION IS RESPECTFULLY SOLIC'TED
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DRY GOODS CO.
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AND THERE YOU ARE!

THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
FRANK P. STURGESPAUL A. F. WALTER
Editor and President.
JOHN K. STAUFFER, Secretary-Treasure-

These are the things that count!
Said a man who wanted to Interest a
quarter million dollars in Santa Fe, to
the editor of the New Mexican this
morning: "One of the things that
impressed the visitors I brought most
adversely and most forcibly, was the
fact that your paper does not carry
any real estate advertisements. Sure
ly, there ought to be at least one nrm
that would carry from a quarter to half
a page each day, if Santa Fe is alive
at all, and if it is a good place In

-

Vice-Preside-

r.

Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postoffice.
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
$ .20
Daily per week by carrier
75
Daily, per month, by carrier
65
Daily, per month, by mail
7.00
Daily, per year, by mail...,

Daily, six months, by

mall..

J2.75
2.00

Weekly, per year
Weekly, six months
Weekly, per quarter

1.00
.75

OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
The New Mexican is the oldest newspaper in New Mexico. It
every postoffice in the Territory, and has a large and growing
among the intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest.

FE, N.

SANTA

3S

FRIDAY, JULY 16,

If you want anything on earth
ing into the Territory to take up the
dry lands east of the Rio Grande. a New Mexican want "ad."
What will happen when the fertile
valleys that are waiting for irrigation
If you want anything on arth
systems, are thrown open under the
New
Mexican want "ad."
the
be
well
can
by
gauged
Carey Act,
avidity with which the dry farming
lands are being appropriated by

ATTORNEYS AT LAW.- which to invest money. And what is
the matter with the dry goods stores?
PAUL A. F. WALTER,
When we were at Las Vegas, we
Attorney-at-Law- .
is sent to noticed that two of the dry goods
Fe
New Mexico
Santa
circulation firms are carrying one page each in the
Optic. Everywhere that we go, the
EDWARD C. WADE,
to
dry goods firms use
Attorney-at-Laone-hal- f
of the advertising space in the
Practices in the Supreme and Dislocal papers. Surely, these many trict Courts of the
Territory, in the
things you tell me about Santa Fe's
TJ. S.
and before
;

THE

REPUBLICAN

AND

DEMO-CRATI-

C

WAY.
The Thirty-eightLegislative AsNew
of
had its sesMexico
sembly
sion' laws printed within 20 days that
thevcopy was furnished and for less
the cost that the state of
than one-hal- f
Colorado gets the same kind of work
done under the Democratic regime.
The Denver Republican explains the
Democratic way of doing things of
this kind as contrasted with the Republican way in New Mexico:
"Because the late Seventeenth Gen-era- l
Assembly exceeded the speed
limit in the matter both of close infighting and long distance rag chewing, when it came time to work up
results into those carefully bound
volumes of record which are handed
down to the future it was found that
the usual appropriation for printing
was so far short of meeting the requirements of the case that there was
nothing left with which to print the
session laws. The journals have been
taken care of, but unless the state
digs down in some other pocket and
robs some other fund which has already been all too frequently touched,
then there will be no money to give
to the world the sum and substance
of what the assembly actually accomplished. As it stands now there are
l uge and
pretentious volumes telling
all about how it tried to do it, but
nothing whatever of what it did.
"Isn't that just like a Democrat?
Always going to do things, all too
ready to talk about the what and the
why and the wherefore, but too busy
to get down to brass tacks and turn
out work!
Here the state has set
forth in all the harrowing details
how the Senator from the 'stppnth interposed an objection when the Senator from the 'teentieth wanted to
have it so; all about the introduction
of an act for an act and what action
was attempted and a little of the why,
bi't nothing concerning the act!
"There must now ensue a long period of. struggle between the department heads over ways and means to
pet the session laws printed and' in
the meantime courts and lawyers
must get along as best they may,
knowing that certain laws were presumably passed and certain amendments made, but not knowing just
what they were and which ones have
become laws."
h

progressiveness

the New Mexican had predicted,
those dry farmers in New Mexico
who failed to store their moisture
last winter and spring by plowing
and mulching the soil, are utterly
discouraged, and here and there in
eastern New Mexico are leaving their
homesteads.
Several of those who
passed through Santa Fe lately, claim
to have lost their all and are cursing
the country and its people. In some
spots of eastern New Mexico, rain has
not fallen since spring, in others, the
rains have been bountiful. It will be
ever thus, but the dry farmer who
will farm the old eastern way and
depend upon opportune showers to
give him crops, is bound to fail two
out of every three years. There is
riYil.r nna votlinal
mafhnfl fnr onn.
tinuous farming in arid New Mex-ico, where the rainfall does not
.
1.
7.
re'dse mu,c "iau
As

,

.

ho

.

and

th

'

the
Probate Courts
opportunities
.
.
Surveyor General and U. S. Land

!

you-ar- e

A

It. is quite apparent, that despite
frequent denials, that all Is not lovein
ly and serene in official circles
Washington, between the last, rem
nant of the Roosevelt Guard still in
office, and the members of the new
Taft regime. The interview given
out by Secretary Ballinger Wednesday
ar Seattle was an open declaration of
war on Chief Forester Gifford
and it now looks as if one or
the other will have to resign from
the official entourage of President
Taft. The inner administration circle
cannot, lonS stand two such big men
glowering at each other. auuuu&u
the temporary occupation of Mr. Pin- chot seems about to occur, yet, he
,
incites every year, au sumcuiuco has
already established his name and
drops to ten or nine inches That fama in Ampriran history and his
is to store every bit of moisture
fjgure wjn be second only to thaj. of
in fall, winter and spring by the his former chief, Theodore Roosevelt,
treatment of the soil as prescribed by in the annals of the Roosevelt adminCampbell and others, whose experi- istration.
ments have been highly successful.
Wherever possible, this should be
Governor Curry has his own ideas
supplemented with irrigation from as to the duties of the executive of
water pumped from wells. Drouth re- the commonwealu. It is not his
sisting crops must be planted and view at all that thn finvpvnnr nf Npw
no labor spared to carry the crops Mexlco is a clerk whose
only object is
over just such untoward season as tQ
ftt his degk ,n & comfortable of.
June and July thus far have been this
tn
QU,Q
year in certain parts of the Terri receive such guests as can afford to
tory. It is well for New Mexico that. come to the capital to visit him. He
those farmers who will not go to the believes in
going out among the peotrouble of scientific farming are
in every part of the Territory, in
ple
weeded out, for they are like the nnntiaintincr himeolf
fircf hand with
man who believes in making a living
yiews and the)r x wlsheS( t0
by gambling.
They are not worth know Intimately conditions as they
r.v.ch to any country.
exist in each and every county. In
consequence, he is on the go pretty
Roosevelt
It is well for
much of the
subjects himself to
to advocate that happy state of con- - the discomfortstime,
of travel and exhausts
tentment that is based neither on ex- Ws
contingency funds by going out
cessive richres nor excessive poverty,
tne peopl8t K ig a wige course
among
dot unionunaieiy, so tew men or wo- - from tne peopie's standpoint and
have any choice in the matter. It from that of the chief executive.
is the grind to keep the"wolf from the
door that shapes the' character of) The Western Federation of Miners
ana limits tneirinow ln sessjon t nenver. has been
men ana women
achievements.
But few have the makin
th
stomarv snprtaclfi of
genius or have the ability to rise 'itself, bv the members
sauabbling
superior to circumstances, to placing over patry offlces and delegateships,
bread and butter and family second calling each other liars and other
to the purpose of noble doing and, choice enithets. The actions of the
noble living. It is that what makes Western Federation of Miners in past
this world a mediocre one, where the years have beeif never such as to
chief aim of ninety-ninout of every inspire confidence. Their closeness
one hundred, is to make a living and to Socialism and Anarchy, their debut few succeed in accomplishing that fense and condoning of outrages by
with any degree of success, witnout strikers and agitators, It will take
it being nip and tuck every day to years of decency and wise manage-holon to a job or to maintain an meilt t0 outlive. The West, especially
average business. It is well for a its mining industry, would be far
man who has been President, who has m0re flourishing today if there never
a fortune that permits him to be in-- , had been a Western Federation of
'
dependent and to spend a year or two Miners, which has done more of late
of life, shooting game in Africa, to years to retard the mining industry
tell the dear people what they must jn Colorado and in New Mexico than
do to be happy, which is easy enough any other adverse agency.
unaer nis own circumstances dm
which may be as inapplicable to John
President Taft stands pat upon the
D. Rockefeller as to the
corporation tax amendment to the
man.
tariff bill. To him the problem is a
simple one. The Aldrich tariff does
is
not provide sufficient revenues; no
becom
Mexico
New
in
land
That
ing valuable, is- illustrated by the high protection tariff that would be
fact that the' Santa fe Railroad Com- - at all acceptable to the people of the
pany has hastened to file ii?nscript country, will do this, and therefore a
upon 100,000 acres in ChaVes couiltX., source of revenue along the lines of
and 40,000 acres in Santa Fe and least resistance must, be provided.
San Miguel counties. The railroads The. corporation tax" amendment offers
with their land grants more, perhaps, a just and equitable solution and will
than individuals, have benefited by be the forerunner of an income tax
the natural increment in the values amendment to the Constitution. Con-o- f
western lands, which not so long gress and the; corporations will have
ago were deemed practically worth- to yield, for while President Taft
less and were granted In almost un does not swing the big stick, and does
stinted quantities to railroads as sub-- ! not Me a row for its own sake, he
sidles, for building. Today Congress has given indications of firmness of
would not dare to give to any corpor- - will that many approach subborness
ation in the west any public land when any real issue is at stake,
grant for the mere return of building
a railroad.
Be on deck tonight at eight o'clock
at the Board of Trade meeting. You
A few months ago, upon memorial need not fear that the collection
of the legislative assembly, Delegate basket will be passed around or that
to Congress W. H. Andrews succeed- - a subscription list will be shoved
a der your nose.. The meeting will
in putting through Congress
measure extending the time for filing merely discuss the welfare of Santa
small holding claims with the sur- - Fe and you are supposed to be
general of the Territory. This ciently interested in that to come to
was done for the benefit mostly of the meeting whether you are a regis-thSpanish speaking people of the tered member of the board or not. If
counties of Rio Arriba, Sandoval and you do not have any interest in the
Taos, who had neglected to file their old town and its future, stay away,
claims. These should not neglect to for your presence may be more useful
take advantage of the law for it will elsewhere, but if you do think well of
expire on next March 4, 1910; by lim the Ancient City and would like to
itation, and it is certain that Congress see
progress and grow, it is your
will not asain extend It
duty as! a citizen and as a man to be
on deck. Let the shirkers sneak below
the deck but you take your place
someto
is
going
pay
Albuquerque
on the, bridge!
thing like $30 per inhabitant In order
to instal a sanitary sewer system or
about $250 per taxpayer. It costs
Though Santa Fe is only one of five
money to modernize a community but land districts ln New Mexico, yet
it is worth $250 to every taxpayer to within its limits during the past fishave the city construct a sewer sys- cal year, more than one million acres
tem, and not only at Albuquerque but of public land were filed upon. Of
at Santa Fe also. But here, owing these half million acres' were taken
to the favorable location of the city, up by homesteaders to the number
a complete sewer system would cost of almost 3,000. That is a remark- much less per capita. It is one of the able showing, one that demonstrates
improvements that should come in that the great heglra of hQineseekers
is still at its flood and is"' still pour- the near future..
Pin-ch-

5 C

--

1.DiQQ

also-me-

It

The incorporation of the Pythian
National Sanitarium at Las Vegas
should mean that this Important pro- ject has reached a stage in its existence when it will justify the hopes of
its founders and will prove an incentive to other organizations to establish sanitaria in New Mexico. Las
Vegas and Santa Fe especially, from
h climatic, and health point of view,
t are very favorably located for sanitarium purposes.
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v Practice in the District and Supreme Co arts. Prompt and careful
attention given to all business.
New Mexico
Santa Fe

RENEHAN & DAVIES.
E. P. Davles,

;

A. B. Renehan,

f

Attorneys-at-La-

Practice in the Supreme and District Courts. Mining and Land Law a
specialty. Office in Catron Block.
New Mexico
Santa Fe
CHARLES F. EASLEY,

(Late Surveyor General)
Attorney-at-La-

Land and Mining business a specialty.
New Mexico
Santa Fe

Subscribe for Oe New Mexican.

The'oldest bankirg institution in New Mexico.

in 1870.
R.; J. PALEN, President.
J A. HUGHES,
Vice President.

Established

J. H. VAUGHN, Cashier
A, H. BRODHEAD,

..

Assistant Cashier.

CAPITAL STOCK, $150,000
SURPLUS AND UNDIVIDED

PROFITS-$75,00-

0

'i Transacts a general banking business in alj its brandies,
loans money on the mosi .favorable terms n?afr kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sellB bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers. Buys ard sells
domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic
transfer of money to all parts of the civilized world on as
liberal terms as are given bj any money transmiting agency
public or private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the
rate of three per cent per annum, on six months' or year's
time, Liberal advances made on consignments of livestock
and products. The bank executes all orders of its patrons in
the banking line, and aims to extend to them as liberal
treatment in all respects as is consistent with safety and

the principles ol sound banking. Safety deposit boxes for
rent. The patronage of the public is respectfully solicited.

HOLT & SUTHERLAND,
Attorneys-at-La-

in the District Courts as
well as before the Supreme Court of

Practio

the Territory.

THE

New Mexico

Las Cruces

PALACE HOTEL

-

.

H. M. DOUGHERTY,
Attorney-at-Law-.

.,--

Socorro

-

-

One of

New Mexico

the Best Hotel in the West

Cuisine and
Table Service

WILLIAM McKEAN,
Attorney-at-La-

Mining and Land Law.
New Mexico

Taos

,

W'LUAM VAUGHN PROP,

Practices in the Supreme and Dis
trict Courts of the Territory. - Office:

a-

Large Sample
Room for Commercial Travelers-

Unexcelled

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

-

-

u

WASHINGTON AVENUE

C. W. G. WARD,

Territorial District Attorney.
For San Miguel and Mora counties.

'

New Mexico

-

Las Vegas

, AMERICAN AND

EUROPJ&AN PLA1

M. C. MECHEM,
Attorney-at-La-

n

Tucumcart

New Mexico

i

j

,

NORTHCUTT & ROBERTS,
G. Northcutt,
C. J. Roberts,

Jesse

.

Attorneys-at-Law-

j

i

dollar-a-da-

y

'

f

J.

G. W. PRICHARD,

Attorney and Counsel
Practices in all the District Courts
and gives special attention to cases
before the Territorial Supreme Court.
Office: Laughlln Blk. Santa Fe, N. M.
GEORGE

d

j

HOTEL

Offices: Raton, N. M., and Trini
dad, Colorado.

t$.

BARBER,

'

.

Attorneys and
i

Office:

Counsellors-at-Law-

V

--

Commodious Sample Ioonn

Steam Heated: Electric
Lighted, Every Room

a Good One

?

FIRST CLASS CAFE
IN CONNECTION

PKBSS THE BUTTON WE

.

DO

THE REST,

Catron Block.

Santa Fe

I.

Proprietor
M

CATRON A GOKTNER,

.I

LACOME

.

Attorney and
Practices ln the District Court and
Supreme Courts of the Territory.
Prompt attention given to all business.
New Mexico
Linopln County
Counsellor-at-Law-

E

Long Distance Telephone Station.

j

New Mexico

fauns on the European Plani

H. R. PUTNAM,

8. Court Commissioner

and

Conveyancer.
LOANS AND REAL ESTATE.
,
Correspondents asking Information
concerning the Territory of New Mex
ico promptly answered
New Mexico
Texloo

l CORONADO

hotel

,

un-e-

The creation of a U. S. Court of
Customs Appeals, points out a way
for relieving the congestion of bust
ness in Federal courts by the crea
tion of courts to deal with special
litigation and appeals, just as did the
U. S. Court of Private Land Claims or
as do the Admiralty Courts.
How
ever, that will not relieve the U. S.
Supreme Court for that will remain
the last court of appeal in all sorts
of cases, but possibly, by proper legislation it too may be placed in posi
tion to cope more expeditiously with
the business coming before it

E. C. ABBOTT,

J

.

.New Mexico

Attorney-at-La-

1

e

Cimarron has its water troubles the
same as Albuquerque, except that at
Cimarron it is not the quantity but
the color of the fluid that worries
water users. The Cimarron Citizen
says that it is a "murky mulatto" and
not "the color God intended drinking
wUter to be." There are few places
in the 'Se'jthwest that do not have
trouble to secu?e an ample supply of
pure, uncontaminatetl water. Towns
that must depend on ?;ells for their
supply, are always at a disadvantage,
for no matter how deep or where located, well water is not above suspicion and generally is very hard ot
alkaline. Other towns that must
take their water out of running
streams and acequias are no better
off, for generally there are sources of
contamination along the stream. No
other place in the entire Southwest,
is aa fortunate as Santa Fe in this
respect, which has an ample supply of
soft, pure, absolutely uncontaminated
drinking water, for its source is on
the peaks 12,000 feet high, is de
rived from melted snows and springs,
and along the entire course of the
stream flowing into the large supply
reservojr there is not a single habita
tion, while the drainage basin is to
cated o the Pecos forest reserve and
protected from sheep and cattle graz
ing. It is only one of the many ad
vantages of this old town, but even
if it were the only one, it would give
Santa Fe a great advantage over all
other towns of New Mexico.

'

trj

Mexi-

OF SANTA FE.

Offices.

any real t&s Cruces
per in the city fails to carry
estate advertisements!" ' And there

lry New

Subscribe for the
can and gef the news.
'

The First National Bank

Proiesionais Cards

one-quart-

UNIQN

try

1909."

4;

e

CONY T. BROWN,
Mining Engineer.

G. Lupe

I

HerrjraProp, Jj

-

;

FIRST CLASS RESTAURANT IN CONNECTION
:

i-

Short Order ft Spanish
"', Dishes Speciality

Electnc Light,

Not and
Cold Baths.

ISanta Fa, New Mexico.

RATES

Secretary and Treasurer of New

Mexico School of Mines.
- New Mexico
Socorro

A. WHEELON
Successfully treats acute and chronic
diseases without drugs or medicines.
No charge for consultation. Office:
No. 103 Palace avenue. Hours: 9 to
12 a. m., and 2 to 5 d. m. 'Phone 156.
DR. CHARLES

ft

Over

Thirty-Fiv-

e

EUROPEAN PLAN 60c AN D 76c
SPECIAL RATES

AMERICAN

PLAN

THE WEEK.jV-'-

11.60

f

J. W. PRESTON, Proprietor.

NEAT LUNCH COUNTER 'fift
LADIES' DININC? ROOM

KODAKS
of

diarrhoea, dysentery and cholera infantum. It was at this time that
Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera - and
Diarrhoea Remedy was first brought
into use. It proved more successful
than any other remedy or treatment,
and has for thirty-fivyears maintained that record. From a small beginning its sale and use has extended to
every part of the United States and
to many foreign countries. Nine drugit
gists out of ten will recommend

severe.and dangerous cases. For sale
by all .druggists.

1 PHOTO

SUPPLIES

Z3ST

bctbl

-

T

i ai mmaABT PICTDBIS

We Make aDEVELOPING' PRINTING
.
AND ENLARGING.
Specialty of
Mail orders given prompt attention. - tand for
Catalogue
-

HOWLAND A DEWEY COMPANY,
'10 8. Broadway, La Anooloa. Ca

e

when their opinion Is asked, although
they have other medicines that pay
them a, greater profit. It can always
be depended upon, even ln the most

ESB
TsrrxK

SANTAS Fie, N. M.

Years.

In '1872 there was a great deal

:

.

BY

60c. Up..

THE HOTEL NORMANDIE

OSTEOPATHY

d

suffi-vey-

j

W. A. FLEMING JONES,
Bonds and Investments.
UvjS. Commissioner for th Third
Judicial District of New Mexico.
New Mexiot
Las Cruces
Eastern and local bank references.
"i

PAUL P. LACASSAQNE
CARRIAGE & SIGN PAINTER

ruKiui UM
PUNTING

&

REPAIRING

ATTRACTIVE SIGHS

ILL KIIDS&

STYLES

110 Guadalupe

.St.

-
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Reduction Sale

(personal mentionJ

It's All Matter of Habit

PAGE FlVr.

Charles Lauchner is confined to hia
home with serious illness.
A. R. Manby, of Taos, will be in
Santa Fe tomorrow on legal and other
business.
Game Warden Thomas P. Gable Is
expected home tomorrow from a trip
to the upper Pecos.
Desiderio Cordova of Espinosa, Col.,
is a business visitor. He is a former j
resident of Santa Fe.
Fritz Muller, Jr., will leave tonignt.
for Las Vegas, to join the regimental
band in encampment.
Miss Hacket of Alamosa, is in
town today seeing the sights. She is
quartered at the Palace.
L. C. Leonard, shoe salesman from
Chicago, came in at noon today. He
is a guest at the Claire.
F. J. Cashin, a Chicago traveling
man, was a noon arrival today. .He
stopping at the Palace. .,.,,.
J. S. Hurlburt, a St. Louis traveling
man, is calling on the local trade. He

OF TE1HIED

ttl

ORTRIHIED

.

Whether you spend all of your Income or save part
of It. It's Just as easy to accumulate as It is to waste
fitter ?ou once get the habft and It's surprising how
fast the dollars grow once you plant the seed. One
ollar will do It,

TJ
J Oaay

this bank
we ray Interest onall savings accounts from one dollar up, Interest compounded
twice a year.

Ot..i
Otarl

'

Open an account with

9

' '

m

m

4

Hats, Baby Bonnets, etc.

SANTA FE, N. M.

if

capital $50,000

;

OFFICERS
G. FRANKLIN

DIRECTORS

I

James J. Ford, a Denver ..traveling
toan, is calling on the trade." He is
quartered at the Claire.
J. N. Wilson and wife of Wheaton,
Kan., are among the sightseers. They
are guests at the Claire.
Mrs. T. P. Gable has returned from
a very pleasant visit to the Valley
Ranch on the upper Pecos.
It. L. Save, a traveling man from
Denver, is visiting the merchants. He
is Quartered at the Claire.
H. D. Johns, Pecos forest guard,
left yesterday to run a boundary
north from the reservoir.
"VV.
L. Burton, a hardware salesman of Louisville, is in town today.
He is registered at the Palace.
Judge J. M. Freeman, was an arrival from Greeley, Colorado, yesterday. He is a guest at. the Palace.
Attorney E. L. Medler, who had
been in Santa Fe on legal business,
returned last night to Albuquerque.
L. C. Blunt, a candy salesman from
Denver, is calling on Santa Fe dealers. He is stopping at the Claire.
Narciso Sanchez, a prominent citizen of Chamita, Rio Arriba county,
is a visitor in Santa Fe on business.
Bishop J. M. Kendrick returned to
Santa Fe last night from a trip to
Dawson, the Colfax county coal camp.
J. H. Russell and wife of Princess,
Iowa, are in the city seeing the
Bights, They are guests at the Claire.
H. S. Reed, former'president of the
TJ. S. Bank and Trust Company, has
returned from a visit from Los Ange-

'

G. FRANKLIN FLICK
W. S. DAVIS.
N. B. LAUGHLIN
J. B. LAMY
R. H. HANNA

FLICK, rresiuem.

W. S. DAVIS, Cashier.
W. E. GRIFFIN. Asst. Cashier.

We Can Furnish Your House
FURNITURE OF ALL KINDS
BRUSSELS A!ND
AXMINSTER
CARPETS

RUGS AND

TAPESTRIES,

DAVENPORTS OP LATEST MAKE
WE FRAME PICTURES

FURNITURE.

AND REPAIR

Charles Wagner Furniture Co.
No. 10

Full

Phono

HOUSE FURNISHERS
AND UNDERTAKERS

Phone

No. 10

les, Cal.
Lou Weil, the well known dry goods
salesman from Kansas City, arrived
in town last night. He is quartered

THE WEST FOR THE WEST.
The Colorado Rational Life

Assurance

Company

at the Palace.

Mennett, grocery salesman .of
Las iVegas, is in on one of his periodic 'visits to Santa Fe. He is a guest
at the Palace.
R. W. Nourse, guard on the Jemez
forest at Coyote, is in town today to
get his family and take them with
A.

Denver Colorado

The Pioneer Life Insurance Co..

the Southwest

of

A M. BERGERE,
tanta Fe, N.

M.

him to Coyote.
y R. B. H. Johnson, of the U. S. for
est service, is at headquarters here
on official business. He is stopping

Manager" for New Mexico.
.'

Catron Block

at the Palace.

m mmr Heal
frf

-

hills. on the
located among pine-cla- d
Pecos River. 2f miles from Rowe Station on
the main line of the A. T. &S. P.

SOUTHEAST

New-Mexic-

$1-5-

$8.00per weak, meal. 50c
Transportation fror Station $1.00
Fox SFiarttaar Inforaaaatloaa. JLAdxeea

MRS.

H- -

Ei BERGMAN

ROWE, NEW MEXICO.

SOFT DRINKS

The following are suggested to the
GINGER ALE
.
.
LEMON SODA
,

BEER

ROOT

STRAWBERRY
ORANGE

as something cool and inviting
WILD OHERBY
VANILLA
KLONDIKE FIZZ
8AR8APARRILLA
IRON BREW

thirsty

OOOA OOLA

KJeo Walsla 2iaa.axial "BTataxa

--

All drinks are made
from filtered Water

Telephone No. 38 and' have
your orderes delivered

Jaramillo.
Miss Eleanor Townson of Phlladel-phia- ,
and Miss E. C. Cornell of Wil
mington, Del., are visitors in Santa Fe
today seeing the sights. They are registered at the Claire.
Harold Greene and J. A. Blather-wick- ,
two foresters from Albuquerque
are in Santa Fe today on their way
to the Jemez to examine homestead
claims and do boundary work.
T. Z. Winter, the Plaza grocer, has

Santa Fe Bottling Worka
opr'etor
HENRY KRICK,
Santa Fe. New Mexico

SunmountSanatorium
FOR THE TREATMENT

OF

TUBERCULOSIS
Situated in the foot hills of the mountains, one and a

half miles from the plaza. MODERATE RATES,
.

The Goldberg

BOX 9, SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.-

Cleaning

-

and Pressing Establishment

Gents garments cleaned and pressed a Specialty
HATS CLEANED
Orinrm seam a XrlaJ. Oxds
'
"b
Ladies

&

AND BLOCKED
PHONE 203 BLA0K

3os.irLa.ead. aa
and.
to tb.a elaas of ISToxlc.
208 WEST PALAOB AVE.

i

HOW'S THIS?
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for any case of Catarrh that can-ho- t
be cured by Hall's Catarrh Cure.
F. J. CHENEY, & CO., Toledo, 0.
We; the undersigned, have known F.
J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and believe him perfectly honorable in all
business transactions and financially
able to carry out any obligations made
by his firm.
WALDING, KINN & MARVIN,
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, 0.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally, acting directly upon the blood
and mucous surfaces of the system.
Testimonials sent free. Price 75 cents
bottle. Sold by all Druggists.
per
'
Take Hall's Family Pills for con

stipation.

HARDWARE

IN

Solhite

Mail Order

1.

"TT

Ml

jpfci!.:

V

Ask Tour Wife
About a ronie
Woman llvlntr in ren-t- t
t propi-- ty I' ntt to
t Into a hotitp of her own
There bio hundred of tlih trs
she wr ulit like to do ton ke her
wn home moie confoi'tnble,
it tractive fml plensunt Nearly
every won an is a money twver
a 'id sthe will help? ou wonderfully
to pay (or a home;

Every

-

i

Ki

Will Do
W

will

e

e

you a very desir-

EIRST

able hon.e on payments, which
rent money will make
jour
Iion't wait. Benin now paying
for your home.
LKT
OUR
US KXPIAIN
CONTRACT FOR OH KAI
NEY.

--

C"

ZJi

FIRST

COME

SERVED.

--

UU

MO-

We are sole

San Francisco St.

UMI

All Kinas of

.f iiiti,!iiiiiiiiiCTa

Mower

Lawn

Hose, nozzles

Agents for

and
UNION LOCK

returned with friends from a trip to
the upper Pecos. He made the jour-

IT

tonish their many friends and rela
tives. The ceremony was performed
by Justice of the Peace Santos Ortiz,
Miss Carlota Gutierrez becoming the
wife of Jose M. Baca and Miss Tomasa

screens
SEK T'S RKKDIIK RfYrV'A KKW

JUST

Alfred Rowland.
wedding
Every effort was made to pledge secrecy but nevertheless the affair leaked out.
Licensed to Wed.
.''.The probate clerk has Issued a license to marry to Miss Cipriana
Jemez, aged 18, and Francisco de los
Angeles, aged 27. The wedding will
o'clock, a double marriage ceremony
take place on next Monday at the Ca-

!''"

UNESCO.

FlTRNT!TI'll5 OR HOHSE FTRN ISHISOS.
OK fltOSK BARGAIN KAMMOOKH

pick

get your
This is how

Monarch MalleaWe Iron

Raaps
are made and put! to
gether wehave them and
everyone guaranteed.
SEE and be convinced
Let '"9 figure jour heating and plumbing
SANITARY PLUMBING OUR SPECIALITY

I

BARGAIN

BIG
Anything
From

COUNTERS

5c. 35c.
10

FLY PAPER
CLOTHES PIXS
NEST EGGS
TOILET PAPER
SHOE POLISH

FUNNELS

k

corkscrew's
stove lifters
jelly glasses

"

mouse

traps

candle sticks

CANDLES
3

THE LEADING

MORK

Come early and

Abeyta

HI

and door

ON THE SLY

about eight
Yesterday evening
was performed that was unheralded
The principals are
and unexpected.
well known Santa Fe parties and the
announcement of their union will as-

sprays

Also Window

Fence

ney over the Indian Creek trail and
is enthusiastic over the beauties of
the Scenic Highway and the fishing
on the Pecos.
Rev. E. C. Anderson departed today
for a short vacation to be spent at
Judge A. J. Abbott's ranch in the
Frijoles canon. Because of this there
will be no preaching service at the
St. John's Methodist church next Sunday mornins and evening.
G. Franklin Flick, president of the
U. S. Bank and Trust Company, arrived in Santa Fe today after having
been absent settling up business affairs in his former home city, ChicaHe has brought with him his
go.
wife and two children and will now
remain permanently in the Ancient
City.

DID

I

s

Only a few more of THOSE GOOD HAMMOCKS LEFT.

GEO. M. KINSELL
294

v

Everyone knows the quality of Kingfisher lines
WU HA VP alllines- - Buyjyour fishing tackle of a fisher
UU Iln ID man. We carry everything in camp equipage and furniture.

Rent Money

condensed blueing

IN ONE OIL

silver polish

NEW FRUIT JAR RUBBERS
FRUIT JAR CAPS

clothes lines
egg whips

JAPANES BASKETS
PARING KNIVES

TINWARE

and a thousand other small articles too numerous to mention.

NOW

(THE

IS THE TIME

THE PRICE

CASH ONLY

MAKERS

Store

TO

PUT UP Currant Jelly
YOUR
3C

wehavetheCurrants
Is The Time To

Give in your Orders now

INVEST

Ven-cesla- o

-

AN INSTITUTION

MhMH
a

.

Rev. T. M. Harwood of Albuquerque, chaplain of the Department of
New Mexico, Grand Army of the Republic, is a visitor in Santa Fe.
Captadn Brooks will be in from
the Las Vegas encampment tonight
to superintend the shipping of additional equipment and supplies.
,. J. W. Roberts will go to Espanola
tomorrow on a cherry buying trip.
The orchards of Father Haelterman,
especially, have a bountiful crop this
year.
E. H. Bickford, interested in reclamation projects in the Mimbres valley and mines at Lake Valley,' Sierra
county,, is a business visitor in Santa Fe.
Miss Barksdale and Miss Gladys
'Childers of Albuquerque, have gone
to the Childers cottage, on the upper
miles directly
Pecos, about twenty-fiv- e
;
east of Santa Fe.
Mrs. J, A. Martinez accompanied by
her little daughter, May, left this
morning for El Rito. She will remain
a month with her daughter, Mrs.

Good Hunting and Fishing

RATES

A. MUGLER.
CORNER PLAZA.

.

liff dene,

EVERYTHING
No.S&3

Phone

MISS

R. C. Meade, a traveling man from
Kansas City, is in town with a line
He
of surgical and dental supplies.
.
is stopping at the Palace.
Rev. C. E. Lukens, superintendent thedral.
of the Children's Aid Society with
headquarters at Albuquerque, was an
arrival on the noon train.

Resort

Makes this the most delightful resort in
per day,

-

at

i

UNITED STATES BANK & TRUST CO

The house that will SAVE YOU MONEY

They Will Not Last But
,

few Days More

SANTA FE KEAL ESTATE
and.

,

FRUIT KANCHES
within Ave miles of thepiaza
-

--

RAD

If you are
D A IV fi
looking for a
Call ozx ex JS.&&xesa

ALSO HAVE

Native Cherries

For Canning and Preserving

O

C- 1

19

A

t

IY W
11

,

..

WATSON & COMPANY

SAN FRANCISCO

SANTA FE,

STREET,
NEW MEXICO.

PHONE

RED

189- -

We will have only a limited
quantity to offer.

WILL LAST ONLY
-

A PEW DAYS

"

Hi HUE SCO.

Drink
Pabst
DIGNEO & NAPOLEON Agts.

Blue Ribbon
Bock Beer
Malt Tonic

flew Mexico Central Railroad; Time Table
No 8

"

"
"

41

62
61
68

'

DAILY

Ul. 7.30

p.

8.43
10.45

if. 13

11.31
111.12.01

12.35
2.03
" 2.42
" 3.07
"
3,25
" 4.00
a. in. 7.00
p. in. 7.05
ft, III. 6 50
a, 111. 8.00

6.29
6.45
7.09
7.32
7,47

"

81)

92
99
105
116
861

1169
1378

319
1130
1643

22f

Sunt a Ke Ar
Kennedy Lv"
Stanley
Moriarty "
Alclntosli "
Kstaiu'in "
Wlllanl "
Pro rosso "

4.25
5.08
5.49

111.

P. HI.

a. in.
II. Ill,
a- -

Kiiincii

in."

8.00
7.00
1.00

p. 111.
p. Ill
a, in

1,00

Kansas (Jltv
St. Louis

'

'
'

Ullll'llKO
Kl Paso ."
Los AiikuIoh "

MuxlooUity,"
Ar ilvtttl Lv

Palace.

Las Vegas; R. B.
Forest Service; A. M. Jackley,

A. Monnett,

ATX

7

AOOOM.

3.05 p, in.
"
2.1S
"
1,39
"
1.15
"
12.58
"
12.42
"
12.17
11.53 a. 111.
"
11.38
"
11.27
11.05 a. in- "
10.35
lO.Oflp, III.
"
9.00
"
"1.15
9.45 a. III.
tiJK Pjlllj

('fdumilc' ""
Tui'i'aiictt

8,20
9.30
7.35
11.45

No.

PASS'R
DAILY

STATION'S

I'ASS--

:aooom- -

22

HOTEL ARRIVALS

HKA1) UP

HEAD POWN
MII.KS

2.50 p in.
1.36
12.15 p, in.
11.29
"
10.56
"
10,25
9,27
"
8.48
"
8.23
"
8 '05

7,30a.lii.

78(f

11,15 p. in
8.59 a. ill.
11.30

600
602
3,700""

P,llli.

6.20 p.

in.

!I63

7,349

6'00 a. in.

Pacific

St. Louis;

4

PASSENGER SCHEDULE
In Effect July 14, 1908.
Miles From
Dei Moines

No. 1,
DAILY
a.
a.
a,
a.
a.
a.
a.
p.

m.
ui.
m.
m.
m
m
m.
m.
p. m,
I 30 p. m.
3 60 p. m.
14 15 p. m,
4 46 p in,
4 66 p. m.
16 60 p. m.
6 16 p. m.
6 35 p. m.
7 08 p. in.
i. 10 p. in.
7. 28 p. ra.

0
4
11

U
20
26

II
42

42
49
58

88

7. 46 p. ui.!

:

M.

I"
"

Arr,

"

(J lilt 011

House junction
Arr.
RATON N M'
Lv.
Clifton House Junction

Lv.
Lv.

Preston
Koehler
Koehler J not.

t Connect!

47

60
69

train

No. 124

.

W. Ry.

train

No. 123 leaving

1:55 a. m.

arriving

11
11

OS

Uo

15
43

15

9
9 25
7 60
7 40
7 26
7 00

41

68

E. P. A 8. W. Ry.

with E. P. A

2 66

28
20
88

Harlan
Ute Park

21

p.

2 30 p.
12 25 p.
12 05 p.
gll 40 a.

7
18

Colfax
Oerrososo
Arr
Lv.
CIMARRON N. M.
Lv.
Arr,
N. M.
Nasb
Lv

No

daily:
6 80 p,
5 16 p.
4 65 p.
4 35 p.
4 26 p.
3 66 p.
8 80 p.

Arr.

61 15 pi m

M,

49
46
88
82
29
24
18
7

Lv.

"

Cunningham!

94

Connect! with

Raton

N

Lv. Des Moines,
" Rumaldo,
" Dedmaa
" Oapullu
" Vigil
Thompson

66
68
77

Miles From

STATIONS.

a'
a.
a.
a.
a.
a.
a.
a.
a.

m,
m.
m.
m.
m.
m.
m.
m.
in
m.
m.
m.
m.
m.
m.

The Rosedale District Southwest
ern Mines for this month contains the
following description of the Rosedale
District, Socorro county, from the hen
of Mining Engineer B. A. Statz:
The town of Rosedale is situated in
the
San Mateo moun
tains in central Socorro county, New
Mexico, about 30 miles west of San
Marcial, the nearest shipping point
on the Atcnison, Topeka and Santa
Fe Railroad. The camp Is reached by
a
stage irom tne latter
point. The climate is arid with rare
rains and occasional snows. The present water supply is piped down from a
sping about three miles west of town.
d

111.

ra.
m.
m.
ni.
m.

In Dawson, N.

semi-aaii-

Dawion, N. M.,

f Stage for van Houten,
C.

t

S.

N. M., meets trains at Preston, N. M.
trains
arrive and depart from Dee Moines ae follows:
Passenger

y

MAKES
A LASTING CURE

Not only its proven ability to cure, but its absolute safety as a remedy,
S. S. S. the most extensively used of all medicines in the treatUnlike the strong mineral mixtures,
ment of Contagious Blood Poison.
which temporarily remove the outward symptoms and shut the disease up
In the system, there to carry on its destructive work on the delicate and
vital organs, S. 8. S. strikes directly at the root, and by purifying the blood
of every trace of the virus, completely and permanently cures the trouble.
8. S. S. is Nature's blood purifier, harmless in its action and certain in its
good results. It is made from a combination of roots and herbs, each of
which has a definite and speciflo action in purifying tho blood. Years were
pent in selecting and proportioning the different ingredients, but when
S. S. S. was perfected it soon demonstrated its superiority over all other
blood medicines, and now, after 40 years, it is still the one and only certain
cure for Contagious Blood Poison. While driving out the poison from the
circulation S. S. S. builds up and strengthens the system by its fine vegetable
tonic effects. If you are suffering with Contagious Blood Poison S. S. S. is
your most certain reliance, and because of its freedom from mercury,
potash or any other mineral, it is absolutely safe for every one. Home
treatment book with valuable suggestions and any medical advice sent free
to all who write.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA. GA.

has made

S. Hurl-ber- t,
R. L. Save, Denver;

Miss Eleanor Townson, Philadelphia;
E. C. Cornell, Wilmington, Del.; V.
H. Davidson, Denver; D. Cordova, Es-- ,
pinosa; James J. Ford, Denver; T.
M, Harwood, Albuquerque; Harry T.
Freeman, Denver; Charles V. Curtis,
Detroit; J. X. Wilson and wife, Wheat-011- ,
Kans.; L. C. Blunt, Denver.
Normandie.
L. E.
Sophia Smith, Alamosa;
Wood, Minneapolis; Allan Stepp, Denver; James S. Loomis, Suckman; J.
W. Rhymes, Espanola; H. A. Carlisle,
Estancia; T. A. Livingston, Estancia;
George Spencer, wife and child, Col-toCal.; Jos. Beebe, Goldfleld, NeD.
vada; John Elmendorr,
Denver;
Paso.
El
Draper,
Coronado.
E. C. Arnold, Pecos; Harry Knowl- ton, Aztec.

Comoany.

Railway

0

fi

Shriver, Chamita; J.

W. B.

direct con nection at Torrance with the Rock
Island Golden State Limited, the "finest train in the West," making the
quickest time to and from all points East and West. Train No. 8 accommodation leaves Santa Fe Monday, Wednesday and Friday. Train No. 7 accommodation leaves Torrance Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday. Tickets
to all parts of the world. Pullman berths reserved. Exclusive agents all
steamship lines. Information gladly furnished.
J. P. LYNG, City Freight and Passenger Agent
Laughllii'Bullding

St, Louis Rocky Ml.

John-son-

Alamogordo; W. L. Burton, Loui3ville,
Bruce Kolfe, South Bend, Ind.; Miss
Hacket, Alamosa; J. M. Freeman,
Greeley; W. E. Smith, Antonito; W.
H. Daniel, Minneapolis;
H. S. Reed,
City; R. C. Meade, Kansas City; Lou
Weil, Kansas City; Bishop J. M. Ken-drieR. S. Herbert, Las Vegas; C.
M. Barnes, Oklahoma;
J. A. Cather-nick- ,
Harold Greene,
Albuquerque;
Albuquerque.
Claire.
J. H. Russell and wife, Princess, la.;

7,013
6,'.08
6.317
6.204
6,136
6.093
6,086
6,167
6,244
6,244
6,430

da'.ly makes

Passenger

10 00
10 12
10 35
10 50
11 06
11 20
11 46
12 20
12 46
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TRAVELING

EAST

- WEST

TRAVEL VIA

10, 1909.

2

Register.

GROUP

CD

I

.

j

j

j

M01NTAINAIR
CHAUTAUQUA

ASSEMBLY

$7.45

Summer

CHICAGO ROCK ISLAND & PACIFIC

LIMITED TSJLZXTS

and

k

June

(Not Coal Land)
Notice is hereby given that Albino
Lucero of Jemez Springs, N. M., who
on July 3, 1908, made homestead entry No. 052, for lot 7, Sec. 6; and N
of lot 1, Sec. 7, Township 18 N.
Range 4 E, N. M. P. Meridian, has
filed notice of intention to make final
five year proof, to establish claim
to the land above described, before
the register and receiver at Santa Fe,
N. M., on July 21, 1909.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Refugio Armenta, Lin0 Armenta,
Jose Mestos y Ruiz, Jose Armenta, all
of Jemez Springs, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,

j

New Mexico Central

E. P.

(Honieutead jrury inc. 052.)
Notice for Publication.
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.

The New Mexican can do printing
equal to that done in any of the lam
cities. Our solicitor, everv ni
n
be seen in different levels of the mine. MILLION DOOMED
work we turn out Try our stock one
At many points the vein consists slm-- !
TO DEATH and you will certainly come again. We
have all the facilities fo rturaing out
ply of a zone essentially different, except perhaps for a little more siliciflca-tion- , Children Who Will Die of Tuberculo- every ciaBs 01 work. Including one at
the best binderies In the Wst
from the rhyolite which forms
sis Before They Reach Age
of Eighteen.
the walls. This zone is cut toy parallel
fractures having the same strike and
FRATERNAL SOCIETIES
New York, July 16. On the toasls
dip as the walls, and the walls are
nothing more than stronger fractures of recent investigations, the National
MASONIC.
of the same kind. In the next stage Association for the Study and Prezone
becomes
the
fracture
part of
vention of Tuberculosis declared in a
The main wall statement Issued that the United
Montezuma Lodge No.
altered to quartz.
1, A. F. & A. M. Reg.
fractures have been the most favor- States is paying annually $7,500,000 for
u1ar
able; so that sometimes a hanging the education of children who will die
communication
wall streak of quartz and a footwall from tuberculosis before they reach
first Monday of each
month
streak are found with only altered the age of 18. There are nearly one
at Masonla
Sometimes both million school children in the country
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
rhyolite between.
these quartz seams are wanting. Next today who will die of this disease beJ. A. MASSIE,
streaks of quartz parallel with the fore they are'of age.
Worthy Master.
ALAN R. McCORD, Secretary.
walls are found, or the quartz forms
a network in the vein This the proPeace.
cess may be traced where almost the
Santa Fe Chapter No. 1,
The terrible itching and smarting,
whole vein is a solid quartz vein sevR. A. M.
alto
skin
is
Regular conincident
certain
diseases,
eral feet wide, tout as a rule there is
vocation second Monday of
most
applying
by
instantly allayed
more or less rhyolite forming part of
each month at Masonlt
25
Chamberlain's Srlve.
Prince,
the vein.
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
cents. For sale by all druggists.
All the ores so far produced have
C. J. CRANDALL. H. P.
This oxidized
been oxidized ores.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.
stopped in 20 minute
zone extends in the Rosedale mine to
sure with Dr. Snoop's
the 700 foot level. The reason for
Croup Remedy. One
Santa Fe Commandery No.
tost will surely prove.
this deep zone of oxidation
appears
No Tomitina. no dis- 1. K. T. Regular conclave
to be that the quartz veins on account t"'". A safe and pleasing syrup 50c. Druggists.
fourth Monday In each
of their brittleness, have been more
month at Masonic Hall at
readily fractured by strains than has
7:30 p. m
the softer, less altered rock, and so
H. F. STEPHENS, E. C.
the veins afford channels for oxidizing
PERCY F. KNIGHT, Recorder.
waters coming from the surface.
The ore consists of a very friable
Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1,
14th degree, Ancient and Accepted
quartz breaking easily into small
Scottish Rite of Free Masonry meet
fragments. The iron which the rock
contained is doubtless converted into!
on the third Monday of each month
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening in
limonite,, while the decomposition of
the carbonates has resulted in the
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
formation of oxides of manganese.
Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are corThe richest portion of the vein shows
dially invited to attend.
a slight copper stain, while in places
CHAS. A. WHEELON, 32nd,
it contains streaks of iron oxide and
Venerable Master.
tolack, sooty manganese ore.
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 14th,
Little is known of the unoxidized
Secretary.
July 18th to Aug- - Itt
ore zone, but where opened near the
surface they are entirely barren. The
B. P. O. E.
oxidized zones are toy no means uniSanta Fe Lodge No. 460, B. P. O. H.,
holds its regular session on the secform, but the values in them seem
HOUND TRIP
better distributed. The reason for
ond and fourth Wednesdays of each
this is no doubt to toe found, that durmonth. Visiting brothers are invltei
On Sale July 16th
and welcome.
DAVID KNAPP.
ing oxidation some of the values have
to August 1st
been distributed from the riches porExalted Ruler.
J. D. SENA. Secretary.
tions, thus producing a larger amount
2nd.
limit
Return
August
of fair grade ore. It is also likely
that during this process there has
been some concentration of values so
ALL THE
SANTA FE
that the exidized zone as a whole
TOURIST
WAY
promises to be richer than the unTICRETb
oxidized. It is possible, for example,
that those portions of the vein that
New Mexico Central Railroad
have been eroded furnished a small
IN CONNECTION WITH
share of their precious metal to the

General Geology.
The rocks in the immediate vicinity
of Rosedale are all Tertiary Vulcanic
and consist of rhyolite and its alterations, liparite and nevadite, in fact
the whole San Mateo mountain range
is made up of a light colored massive
rhyolite,
very fragile, and easily
breaking up into small fragments.
After the eruption and during i.he
process of the gradual cooling of tho
magma, fractures were formed in it',
and these became the channels for
fi, J, DEDMArV
J. van HOUTEN;
W.A.GORMAN,
probably ascirculating solutions,
Superintendent V- - Ores, and Gen Iftgr Gen Pass-- ' Agent cending
hot waters, closely connected
RATON. N. M
RATON, N M.
RATON, N. iW. with the vulcanism. Ttiese waters were
remarkable for intensity of action,
chemically changing the rocks they
traversed, the main change being
so that they are now more
or less completely altered into quartz.
This holds true particularly at or neat
ore shoots, where the mineralizing
waters completely silicified the sur-- j
rounding eruptive rocks for some dis-- j
tance away from the ore shoot. To
complete the geology, there came now
'
a considerable
period of erosion,
which stripped from the surface a
great thickness of vulcanic material,
leaving the more silicified portion
j standing
out as strong ridges, and it underlying portion.
is the finding; of the ore shoots in
In the oxidized portion of the Rose'these exposed places that brought dale vein the richer ore lies in rough'
Rosedale into existence.
ly defined north to south broad shoots,
Ore Occurrence.
which pitch about five degrees to the
The Rosedale vein can be easily west on the vein. At least two of such
traced by its outcrop which stands up shoots, connected with poor ore beto the nothwest and above tween, have been opened.
j bodily
the town of Rosedale, as a high ridge.
Conclusions.
On this ridge is located what is known
From
above description of the
the
as the Great London claim from there
CLOSE CONNECTIONS
of
occurrence
the veins, it is seen that ' H
in a northerly direction one can easily
FAST SCHEDULES
trace the vein through the north half it is of the highest importance to dis-- "'
of the Rothchild claim, but from there tihguish and determine so far as It is
V. R.
north it is covered. In a southerly possible, the silicified portion of the
silici-- j
General PasseagerjAgent.
El Paso, Texas,
1 direction one can trace the vein on rocks.rocksTheis outcrops of these
in
most
as
fled
limited,
very
the surface through nearly the entire
is
we
covered
it
instances
presume
length of the Great London claim,"
from there south it Is covered, but with later rocks. The position of the
mineral-bearinstrata away from lis
crops out again on the Contention
be
can
not
very easily tracted
outcrop
claim near its south end line. These
veins belong to a type called linked and even if found under its capping
veins. Their physical characteristic of later eruptives toy far the largest
is that they branch and
in portion of the veins so capped will be
both a horizontal and vertical direc- found barren, owing to the fact that
tion. There is generally a main vein the cap rock protected the vein so no
from which the smaller ones branch oxidation could take place.
Some times, how- -'
Wherever the vein outcrops it is
offi and
ever, these veins will subdivide until worthy of careful but cautious pros1
they finally die out. The , Rosedale pecting. After locating the siliclfkd
vein proper Is strong, straight, and outcrop, the question of finding tne
well defined, and can be traced for a vein in it remains and after finding
mile or more along the surface by its the vein the question of finding pay
occasional outcrop, but it is not a ore shoots within the vein. The geotrue fissure vein. On first sight it has logical evidence goes to show that
all the appearance of a fissure vein, the mineralizing waters which played
but on close' inspection it shows that tto important a part in the vein forit has been formed almost entirely by mation were unusually active;, hence
replacement of the rhyolite in which a large amount of vein formation is
Via
it occurs. It sems to have originated indicated. Unfortunately most of the
along a zone of especially strong frac- - vein3 in the district will be unoxidized
turing in the rhyolite subsequent to since they are protected toy capping
the consolidation of this rock during ' rock, and so is the Rosedale vein the
10
a period of movement. These zones most important so far discovered. In
of fracturing, which are usually some this protected portion, probably the
four inches wide, became the chief largest part, of the veins will be
'of circulation for the min-'re- n
Now in effect to all
quartz in which, however, shoots,
waters. It has been stated chimneys or irregular bunches of ore
eralizing
points EAST and WEST.
above that the rhyolite near the veins j may toe expected to a considerable
has been silicified to a very great ex-- j depth.' JVe are therefore, justified in
For Information raarding rates, train service
tent, and the veins themselves seem to our assumption that the veins have
etc. call on or write,
be the last stage of alteration, the been deposited ..toy hot springs in
d
being mostly or entirely al- - sures as a last phase of vulcanic
y
erup-studclose
of
the
D.
&
W.
P. A.
P. H. McBRIDE, Agent, or
to quartz. A slight detailed tlvity shortly after
SHEA, T. F.
of the vein in the Rosedale tions and not for below the actual
SANTA PE. N. M.
mine ives abundant proof of Its orl-- surface of the epoch of the early vul-gifor all stages of development can canic disturbances.
NORTH BOUND
SOUTH BOUND.
No. 1, 6:0 a. m.
No. 8, 9:27 a. m.
No. 7, 8:12 p. m.
No. 2, 7:05 p. m.
TracR connection with A. T. A 8. F. Ry. at Raton and Preston, with C.
A 8. at Des Moines, E. P A 8 W at Colfax, N. M., and Cimarron A
Northwestern Ry. at Cimarron, N. M.
Cimarron, N. M., is depot for the following points In New Mexico: Oeato,
Rayado, Aurora and Red Lakes.
Ute Park, N. M., is depot for following points In New Mexico. Arroyo
Seco, Arroyo Hondo, Baldy, Black Lakes,
Cerro,
Elizabethtown, Lobo,
Questa, Ranches de Taos, Red River City, Taoe and Twining.

16, 19C9.

On Sale June 1st to Sept.,
30th 1909.
Good Returning October 31st
1909.

S. W.

'

STILES

g

Going Fishing

'

To CHICAGO ILL

G. A. R.
Salt Laka City
round Trip

$30.00

On sale Aug, 5th to 8th
Return limit, 30 days.

$50.35
To ST. LOUIS MO.

$44.35
To KANSAS CITY MO

$35.35
Also Special Rates
To LOS ANGELES and SAN
FRANCISCO and other

points

See Santa Fe Agent.

.

J. P. LYNG,
City, Freight

&

Passenger Agent

.

of one fare for the
round trip SANTA FE
points in Colorado or New

JaxaiS
to

Mexico where fine sport may
be hade

Hi

UNO

EM

'

ls

Summer Tourist Rates

Perfect fitting "EUttk"

Book-cas-

e

are the only ones which successfully
adapt themselves to the conditions of
the modern home.
There may be certain limitations as to room,
but whatever space is available can be utilized
and beautified by an artistic arrangement of these cases, the only
made in two lengths, 34 and 25 i inch
kind of sectional book-cas- e
in
lengths, and three distinct types Colonial, Standard and Ideal.
Our catalogue illustrates in colon eight different finishes of quar
tered oak and mahogany.
We will call and measure any space
in your house and" give you the exaot
cost in any finish you may select.
New Mexican Printing bom- puny, Local Agents, 8anta,

F,

N.

n,

5
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CAPITAL

Recent Orders of
Department of
the Interior
E

OF

BURNT

TREES

Major Clark Dismissed From
Army for Failing to Pay
His Debts.

sawed at the mill of the Eastern and
Western Lumber Company of Portland, Oregon, where it will be surfaced
to exact sizes and then transported
to Seattle, where tests will be made
in connection with the forest service
exhibit at the A. Y. P. exposition.
The fire killed trees which are to
yield material for these tests were selected by representatives of the forest service on the holdings of the
Clarke County Timber Company of
Portland, Oregon, near Yacolt, Washington. This timber was burned over
seven years ago and represents fairly
well, the average of burned timber
found in the Pacific Northwest. The
logs which vary from three to four feet
in diameter, were sawed into thirty-twfoot lengths. These are being
manufactured into sixteen foot joists
and bridge stringers.
The results of these tests are being
anticipated with great interest by forest service engineers and by the lumbermen of the Northwest, because they
are expected to disapprove the opinion generally held regarding the
strength of fire killed timber.
o

Washington, D. C, July 16. The
Secretary of the Interior has approved
a contract entered into by Mr. Thomas
H. Means, project engineer of the
Truckee-Carsoproject, on behalf of COURT MAKTIALS AT
the government, and the town of FalFORT W1NGATE
lon, Nevada, by which the United
States agrees to furnish the town with
water for irrigation and municipal pur- Private Gets Four Months Confinement
at Hard Labor for Failing to
Wash Dishes.

For the water furnished the govern
ment will be paid as follows: On
Before a general court martial
April 1, 1909, $1.50; on August 1, 1909, which convened
at Fort Wingate,
all
for
on
December
1, 1909,
$150, and
to paragraph 1, Specpursuant
"water received in excess of 200 acre
ial
No.
Orders,
38, current series,
feet, at the rate of $1.50 per acre foot, these
was arraigned and
headquarters,
free
furnish
town
also
to
he
agrees
tried:
of charge water to the grounds used
Private Ira R. Evanson, Troop M,
or occupied by the United States
3rd Cavalry.
within the corporate limits.
Did Not Pay His Debts.
Charge 1: Desertion, in violation of
Washington, D. C, July 16. Upon the 47th Article of War.
conviction by court martial for passSpecification: In that Private Ira R.
ing bogus checks and failing to pay Evanson, Troop M, 3rd Cavalry, a solhis debts, Major Charles J. T. Clark. dier of the United States, did desert
Twenty-sixtinfantry has been dis- the same at Fort Wingate, New Mexmissed from the army, according to an ico, at about 8:00 p. m., on the 22nd
announcement made at the war de- day of May, 1909, and did remain abpartment today. Major Clark was sta- sent In desertion until he was appretioned in the Philippines.
hended at Wingate Station,
New
Public Land Matters.
Mexico, at about 10:30 p. m., on the
June 23, 1909, the acting secretary 22nd dav of May, 1009.
of the interior vacated former deCharge 2: Conduct to the prepartmental order of January 20, 1905,
of good order and military disjudice
connecunder the reclamation act in
irriga- cipline, in violation of the 62nd Article
tion with the
tion project, North Dakota, and re- of War.
In that Private Ira
Specification:
stored to the public domain about
acres of land, where not other- R. Evanson, Troop M, 3rd Cavalry,
wise dithdrawn, reserved or appro- did in violation of well known troop
priated. Said lands will become sub- orders, failure and neglect to place his
ject to settlement on and after Oc- revolver in the arm rack of his troop.
tober 5, and to entry, filing and seThis at Fort Wingate, New Mexico,
lection under the public land laws on the 22nd day of May, 1909.
on November 4, 1909, at the Willis-ten- ,
Plea.
N. D., land office.
To the specification, 1st charge;
June 23, 1909, the acting secretary "Guilty, except the words 'did desert
of the interior vacated former order the same' and 'in desertion,' substitutof March 1, 1909, under the reclamaing for the former 'did absent himself
tion act in connection with the
from his troop without leave from his
irrigation project, North Dakota, commanding officer' and for the latter
and restored to the public domain 'without
leave;' of the excepted words,
about 2,500 acres of land, where not Not
of the substituted word,
Guilty;
reserved or
otherwiso
withdrawn,
Guilty."
to
settlement
appropriated. Subject
To the 1st charge: "Not guilty, but
October 5, and to entry, etc.,' Novemof absence without leave, in vioguilty
land
N.
at
D.,
ber 4, 1909,
Williston,
lation
of the 32nd Article of War."
office.
To
the
2nd charge and specification,
June 23, 1909, the acting secretary
of the interior vacated former de- "Guilty."
Findings.
partmental orders of May 23, 1905, and
Of each of the charges and specifica
June 20, 1908, under the reclamation
act in connection with the Williston tions, "Guilty."
Previous Convictions.
irrigation project, North Dakota, and
Two (2) previous convictions were
restored to the public domain about
21,750 acres of land, where not oth- considered by the court.
erwise withdrawn, reserved or approSentence.
"To be dishonorably discharged the
priated. Subject to settlement October 5, and to entry, etc., November service of the United States, forfeiting
4, 1909, at the Williston, N. D., land all pay and allowances due him, and
office.
to be confined at hard labor at such
June 24, 1909, the acting secretary place as the reviewing authority may
of the interior vacated former dedesignate.
partmental order of December 22,
Findings.
in
reclamation
1905, under the
act
A certain amount of hearsay testi
connection with the Yakima project,
mony was improperly admitted in sup
Washington, and restored to the pubIn the
lic domain about 25,000 acres of land port of the charge of desertion.
of
the
authority
reviewing
opinion
rewhere riot otherwise withdrawn,
served or appropriated. Said land1? there is not sufficient competent evi
will become subject to settlement un- dence of record to sustain the findder the public land laws on and af- ings as to the first charge and the
ter October 5, 1909, and to entry, fil- specification thereunder. The findings
ing or selection November 4, 1909, at as to said charge and specification
the North Yakima and Walla Walla, are therefore disapproved. The findings as to the second charge and the
Washington, land offices.
June 28, 1909, the acting secretary specification thereunder are approved.
of the interior, approved List No. 5 The sentence imposed, being excessive
Agricultural and Mechanical Colleges, as a punishment for the offense set
Oklahoma State selections, El Reno, forth in the second charge and the
series, comprising 2,238.46 acres of specification thereunder, it mitigated
land.
to confinement at hard labor, under
Timber Com- charge of the post guard, for a period
How Long is
mercially ValuableT
of fifteen days. As thus mitigated the
Washington, D. C, July 16. How sentence is approved and will be duly
long will timber remain commercially executed at the station of the prisvaluable after It has been swept over oner's troop (1214, J. A. O.)
II. Before a general court martial
by a forest fire.? Timber land owners
as well as the federal government are which convened at Fort Wingate, New
much interested in obtaining this in- Mexico, pursuant to paragraph 1,
formation, and the government has Special Orders, No. 38, current series,
just begun an investigation of a large these headquarters, was arraigned and
number of fire areas in Oregon and tried:
Washington in order to determine if Private Frank Harter, Troop M, 3rd
possible, the length of time which will Cavalry.
elapse after a forest fire before the
Charge 1: Conduct to the prejudice
timber deteriorates to such a condi- of good order and military discipline,
tion as to decrease its commercial in violation of the 62nd Article of War.
value.
In that
Private
Specification:
The agencies which cause timber to Frank Harter, Troop M, 3rd Cavalry,
decay and encourage the attack of having received a lawful order from
wood borers are undoubtedly In- 1st Sergeant John W. Hodgson, Troop
fluenced to a greater or less degree by M. 3rd Cavalry, the said 1st Sergeant
the intensity of the original fire and being in the execution of hie duty, to
the climate conditions and altitude of "Wash those dishes," or words to that
of the burned areas.
effect, did wilfully disobey
All the information in connection
with this Investigation will be optain-efirst hand by the forest service,
either from government timber land,
Cures Biliousness, Sick
or from private holdings where logHeadache, Sour Stom
ging operations are under way.
In this connection the forest service
ach, Torpid Liver and
has also undertaken an investigation
to determine the relative strength of
timber. The magreen and
terial which Is to be tested is being
Buford-Trento-
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This at Fort Wingate, New Mexico, committee, headed b David T. Ham, Territory of New Mexico,
and officers of the Spokane chamber
on or about June 7, 1909.
County of Taos.
commerce and the one hundred and
of
In the District Court cf the First
Disobedience
of
2:
orders,
Charge
in violation of the 21st Article of War. fifty thousand club are arranging for Judicial District of New Mexico for
-.
the President's visit, and from the the County of Taos.
Specification- In that Private Frank
3rd
Cavalry, having plans already made it may be taken Eziquiel Sandoval, Plaintiff,
Harter, Troop M,
vs.
No. 859..
received a lawfui command from his that the chief executive will know
FOR SALE Good
when he reaches the heart of the In- Antonio Maestas, Dolores Maestas, The
upright piano,
K.
superior officer, 1st Lieutenant E.
at Wagner Furniture company
was
land
It
that
nqulre
Empire.
Unknown
expected
Heirs
Pablo
of
Maestas,
to
3rd
"Go
wash
and
Sterling,
Cavalry,
Taft would attend the 17th
Deceased, Benlgno Mondragon and rtore.
those dishes," or words to that effect, President
sessions of the National Irrigation
the
Unknown Claimants of Interests
same.
did wilfully disobey the
in Spokane, August 9 to 14,
FOR RENT Furnished rooms, all
in the Premises described In the
This at Fort Wingate, New Mexico, Congress
but as he will not start on his westmodern conveniences.
to
adverse
Apply H, S.
the
Complaint
Plaintiff,
on or about June 7, 1909.
ern trip until September
15, the
Defendants.
Lutz, 400 Don Caspar avenue.
Plea.
earlier visit is out, of question. It is
The said defendants, Antonio MaesTo each of the charges and specifi- likely there will be more
neonle tas, Dolores Maestas, The Unknown
FOR SALE Five hundred acres of
various parts of the northwest Heirs of Pablo Maestas,
j from
cations, "Not Guilty."
deceased, patented farming land in Estancla
gathered together in Spokane during Benlgno Mondragon and the Unknown valley at $5.50 per acre. Address A.
Findings.
'
Of each of the charges and specifi- the President's stay than have ever Claimants of Interests in the prem- Gallcgos, Santa Ye, N. M.
been here on anv nthpr occasion, nnf ises described in the Complaint adcations, "Guilty."
FOR SALE A aeconc-nau- t
excepting former President Roose- verse to the plaintiff, are hereby nosteam
Previous Convictions.
tified that a complaint has been filed boiler in good condition. It will be
One (1) previous eonviction
was velt's visit, several years ago.
against them in the District Court disposed of at very low
Apily
considered by the court.
of
the First Judicial District for the to the New M. V.cic Printing Com
Sentence.
2.500,000 SALE
County of Taos, and Territory afore- pany.
"To be dishonorably discharged the
OF TIMBER said, that being the court in which the
service of the United States, forfeitsaid cause is pending, by said plainThe seals and recorff nooks for noing all pay and allowances due him,
tiff, Eziquiel Sandoval, the general taries public for sale by the New
Back
Identical
the
Capitalist
Buying
and to be confined at hard labor at
object of said action being to quiet Mexican
Lands He Sold at Profit Two
company at very
such place as the reviewing authority
the title of the said plaintiff in and reasonablePrinting
Years Ago.
rates. Seals for Incorpormay direct, for one (1) year and eight
to the following described tract of land
ated companies are also handled. Call
(8) months."
at or address the New Mexican PrintSpokane, Wash., July 16. Two and
CO
Action.
a quarter million dollars is involved
yards of land in precinct number ing company, Santa Fe. New Mexico.
The sentence in the foregoing case In a sale of
3 of Taos county, in the Territory of
standing timber on the
of Private Frang Harter, Troop M, 3rd St. Joe and St. Maries rivers in New Mexico, bounded on the north by
Cavalry, is approved; but in view of northern Idaho, where the Blackwell the north line of the Serna Grant of
the previous good record of the accus- Lumber Company, headed by F. A. La Cruz Alta, on the south by the
ed, so much of the penalty imposed by Blackwell of Spokane, president of foot of the hill near the settlement
court as relates to dishonorable dis- the Idaho & Washington Northern of Ranchos de Taos, on the east by
lands of Rogerio Coca and lands of
0
charge and to forfeiture of all pay and Railway Company, has acquired
allowances is remitted, and that part
acres of white pine and other Alexander Gusdorf, and on the west
of the sentence which relates to con- woods from the Menasha Woodenware by lands of Refugio Vigil and Alexfinement at hard labor is mitigated to Company of Wisconsin.
It is esti- ander Gusdorf, as will more fully appear by reference to the complaint
at hard labor, under mated by cruisers that there is
confinement
filed in said cause. And that unof
saw
feet
on
land.
timber
the
charge of the post guard, for a period
of four months. The sentence as thus Charles R. Smith, president of the less you enter your appearance in
FOR
said cause on or before the 31st day
mitigated will be duly executed at the selling company, began buying stump-ag- e of
D.
A.
will
1909, judgment
in the district seven years ago,
August,
OPPORTUNITY
station of the prisoner's troop. (1234,
paying 50 cents a thousand feet until be rendered against you in said cause
J. A. O.)
four years ago, when the price ad- by default.
WITNESS my hand and the seal of
vanced to $1. He Is now selling his
WHEN THE CLOCK
holding at $:.75 a thousand feet. It the said District Court of Santa Fe,
New Mexico, this 3rd day of July, A.
is interesting to note that the Black-weHANDS TURN BACK
concern is rebuying timber tracts D. 1909.
in the district in which Mr. Blackwell
CHARLES A. SPIESS, Esq.,
f Kvoro ig nc mowcu u Kvowflorr or nc uui tol 1
Taken from the Daily New Mexi- disposed of his holding in the Monfor Plaintiff, Las Vegas, New I
"
...
Attorney
luniiiwitiiMi
can of July 16, 1889.
arch ompany, two years ago. The
Mexico.
S.
San
Colonel J.
Marclal, timber is for the mill at Coeur
Tiffany of
Add 25 Cents to the Annual SubscripFRANCIS C. WILSON.
d'Alene,
well known here as the prohibition
tion Rate of the New Mexican PubliClerk.
Idaho, which has a cutting capacity
candidate for delegate to Congress at of 35,000,000 feet a
cations, to Receive the Western
year.
the last election and formerly U. S.
Investor's Review.
Herewith are some bargain offered
agent at San Carlos, died yesterday
comMexican
by the New
Printing
at Deming.
pany: Code of Civil Procedure of the
Professor Knowlton is outfitting
Territory of New Mexico, 1897, sheep
here today preparatory to a summer's
HOW THEY STAND.
bound, $1; paper bound, 75c. Missouri
trip along the Chama and Nacimiento
Pleading forms, $5; Missouri Code
valleys in the interest of the SmithNational League.
Pleadings, $6; the two for $10.
sonian Institute.
Won. Lost, P. C. Adapted to New Mexico Code, Laws of
on
Brick masons
the
employed
55
21
.724 New Mexico, 1899, 1901 and 1903,
Kahn building have been getting care- Pittsburg
48
26
.649
Chicago
fallEnglish and Spanish pamphlets, 25c;
less and a number of bricks have
44
28
.611 full leather $3.
Sheriff's Flexible
en, barely missing the heads of pass- New York
40
37
.519 Cover Pocket Docket, single, $1.25;
Cincinnati
ers by.
33
42
.440 two or more books, $1 each.
New
The Albuquerque Democrat
says: Philadelphia
30
43
.411 Mexico uSpreme Court Reports, Nos,
"For twenty-fiv- e
years Santa Fe, the St. Louis
26
.342 3 and 10 inclusive $3.30 each. Compil50
Capital City of New Mexico has. been Brooklyn
23
52
.307 ation Corporation Laws, 75c. Compilooked upon as the wholesale
dry Boston
lation Mining Laws, 50c. Money's
American League.
goods headquarters of the Territory.
Won. Lost, 1. O. DIgoot of Mnr &oxlo Reports, lull
Firms in that city have carried $200,-00- 0
.641 sheep, $6.50; full list school blanks.
28
50
worth of dry goods, exclusive of Detroit
45
30
.600
all other articles."
Philadelphia
46
Rev. E. W. Meany and son, Miss Boston
34
.575
Legal blanks both English and
44
32
.579 Spanish for sale by the New MexMeany, Miss Mason and Miss Ferry, Cleveland
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Johnson, Mrs. New York
42
35
.455 ican Printing company.
E. W. L'Engle and Miss L'Engle de- Chicago
33
.429
44
Subscribe for the New Mexican.
.410
32
46
part tomorrow for a pleasure jaunt St. Louis
,
through the Valle mountains.
.307
52
23
Washington
B. M. Read left this morning for
Western Leaoue.
Chamita.
Won. Lost. P. C.
C. F. A. Fischer and John Conway Sioux
42
.583
30
left this morning on a business trip Omaha City
41
31
.569 i
!
to the mines.
37
.536
32
Denver
An agreeable company on the Pe33
.529
37
Des Moines
cos river broke up camp yesterday.
39
35
.527
Wichita
Those who returned home were Gen.391
42
27
eral Bartlett and wife, F. W. Clancy, Topeka
.365
27
47
and wife, P. L. Vandeveer, Neil B. Lincoln
Field and wife, H. Williams and Felix
WHERE THEY PLAY TODAY.
Lester.
National League.
Ben Schuster left this morning for
Bernalillo.
Pittsburg at Brooklyn.
Cincinnati at New York.
J. W. Akers Is again in town. He
St. Louis at Philadelphia.
has just completed a three months
Chicago at Boston.
trip to the northwestern states and
territories.
American League.
Washington at Detroit.
Help for Those Who Have Stomach
Philadelphia at Cleveland.
Trouble.
Boston at St. Louis.
ROSWELL-TORRANC- E
After dociortng far about twelve
New York at Chicago.
and
bad
stomach
a
for
trouble,
years
Western League.
U. S. MAIL AND PA SSENGER ROUTE.
Pueblo at Omaha.
nearly five hundred dollars for medIng at Roswell at 11:0 a, m. Saving
Jan. 10, 1906.
Established
Service
icine and doctors' fees, I purchased
Denver at Des Moines.
over 30 house between
Aeenta for the Bulck, Pope Toledo, Passengers
my wife one box of Chamberlain's
Wichita at Lincoln.
over any other route.
these
points
Stomach and Liver Tablets, which did
and Kissel Automobiles.
Topeka at Sioux City.
Full
equipment of modern Cars in
her so much good that she continued
YESTERDAY'S GAMES.
Shortest route between Roswell and service securing comfort to passento use them and they have done her
National League.
the Pecos Valley to El Paso and gers. Courteous and expert Chauf4.
more good than all of the medicine I
Louis
St.
6;
Santa Fe and all points in the as- - feurs In charge of every car. Seats
Philadelphia
Fol-so6.
before.
Samuel
Boyer,
bought
tancia Valley and western New Mex reserver on Auto by applying to
Philadelphia 7; St. Louis
Iowa. This medlce is for sale by
2.
Boston
ico.
Chicago 6;
Agent of El Paso & Southwestern
all druggists.
New York 2; Cincinnati 1.
Sample free.
Automobiles leave Roswell daily at Railway, or to Roswell Auto Co., RosBrooklyn 5; Pittsburg 1.
1:00 p. m. connecting with trains for well, New Mexico.
B0
lbs. Any
American League.
El Paso and all points on Rock Island
Baggage allowance
TAFT CHOSEN BY
carried
Detroit 9; Washington 5.
can
be
amount
of
baggage
Railway.
TRAVELING SALESMAM
- by notifying Company at Roswell.
Detroit 7; Washington 0.
arrlvm.
a.
6:00
Leave Torrance at
Cleveland 6; Philadelphia 5.
Is to "Open the Grip" at the Interstate
Chicago 9; New York 0.
Fair at Spokane on SeptemSt
Louis, 9; Boston 4.
ber 20.
St. Louis 1; Boston 0.
Western League.
Spokane, Wash.,
July 16. PresiLincoln 2; Wichita 9.
dent Taft has been chosen by the
Lincoln 13; Wichita 2.
traveling salesmen of the Pacific
Sioux City 12; Topeka 5.
Northwest to "open the grip" at the
These celebrated Hot Springs are the richest alkalin Hot Springs in the
Sioux City 9; Topeka 10.
week
world. The efficiency of these waters
interstate fair in Spokane the
located in the midst of the Ancient
Omaha 6; Pueblo 1
of September 20, when he will be
been thoroughly tested by tbs
miles west has
Des Moines 6; Denver 0.
Cliff Dwellings, twenty-fiv- e
their guest. This ceremony is to
miraculous cures attested to in the
Pacific Coast League.
take the place of pressing a golden
of Taos, and fifty miles north of Santa following diseases: Paralysis, RheuiSan
Francisco
7; Vernon 4.
Bar-anc- o
button. The invitation was extended
matism, Neuralgia, Malaria, Bright'
Fe, and about twelve miles from
4.
Sacramento
Portland
6;
of
Poindexter
Miles
by Congressman
on the Denver and Rio Disease of the Kidneys, Syphilitic
Station,
Los Angeles 5; Oakland 0.
Spokane, and W. P. Edris, chairman
Grande Railroad, from which point a and Mercurial Affections, Scrofula,
American Association.
of the executive committee of the
daily line of stage runs to the springs. Catarrh, La Grippe, all Female ComColumbus 4; Toledo 6.
traveling men's club and postmaster-elec- t
The temperture of these waters is plaints, etc. Board, lodging and bath
adof this city, has received
Indianapolis 3; Louisville 2.
from 90 to 122 degres. The gases are ing $2.50 per day; $15 per week; $50
vices that the president will formally Minneapolis 1; St. Paul 4.
Stage meets Denver
Altitude 6,000 feet. Climate per month.
carbonic.
Kansas City 1 ; Milwaukee 2.
open the fair in person. A citizen's
very dry and delightful the entire trains and waits for Santa Fe train
year round. There is now a commod- upon request. This resort is attracious hotel for the convenience of in- tive at all seasons and is open all
and tourists. People suffeing winter. Passengers for Ojo Calient
the system valids
from consumption, cancer, and other can leave Santa Fe at 9 a. m. and
oratagious diseases, are not accepted. reach Ojo Callente at 5 p. m., the
thoroughly and
waters contain 1,626.24 grains same day. For further particulars
sallow complexions of Phese
of alkaline salts to the gallon, being address;
to-wi- t:
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120 San Francisco St.

Call op 132 Black for Carrgales.

AUTOMOBILE

J. W. STOCKARD, manager
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Laxative Fruit Syrup
SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS-

-

Clean sis

CAUEJITE IjOT SPRIJIGS.

clean

pimples and blotches.

It la guaranteed

ANTONIO JOSEPH,
Ojo

Proorietor.

Calient. Taos. County
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Grocery

No.

4

Bakery
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WE ARE STILL SELLING

m ihs. sa

oo

CAN YOU BUY IT ANY WHERE ELSE

Your money back if you can
buy better at any price than

Belle

Butter

Spring

Creamery

30

c

!

J

2

F. Andrews,

Phone

No.

4.

AND RETAIL

$4,50 per ton

Screened Raton Lump
"

Monero

Anthracite Coal all sizes
Smithing Coal

"

5.25

terrillos "

Sawed Wood and Kindling
L

All Kinds of Steam Goal.

F. Dspot

Phone No. 88, Office Garfield Atmim,

DUDROW & iWONTENE
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
AND

EMBALMERS

Black and White Hearse.
Palace Avenue. Elks' Hall.

Telephone

142.

Nlaht--1

il CHOICE LINEO

K
K

Hqvm.

NAVAJO AND
CHIMAYO
BLANKETS

Curios of Every Description
Possible at Reasonable Prices

A
W

SOUVENIER POSTAL CARDS

W

w
W

All Ladies who visit the store will receive a frae
We will shortly have in a full line of

W
M
,;

J.
M

(J

souvenir

Mexican Straw Hats at 50cts. each

. ,

THE ORIGINAL OLD CURIO
S. CANDELARIO Proprietor.

30I 303 San Francisco Street, Santa Fe,

Th VALLEY

N, M.

,

RANCH

lf

TAXIDERMIST TANNER

FOR FIVE CENTS
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GRAMMAR LESSONS

ALL KINDS OF PICTURE FRAMING
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6.00

CAPITAL COAL YARD
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All Are Invited Every merchant
and business man who is interested
i n the
prosperity of Santa Fe should
be present at the Board of Trade
meeting this evening.
Of Importance to Every
Property
Owner Every man who owns a foot
of land in Santa Fe and hopes to see LARGE AUDIENCE
it advance in value, should be at the
ENJOYS CONTEST
annual meeting of the Board of Trade
this evening.
.
Last of Series of Medal Contests
Still They Come The Columbus
Takes Place at the Elks'
News is the latest star in the New
Opera House.
It is
Mexico journalistic firmament.
published at Columbus, Luna county,
The last of the series of medal conand P. G. Mosely is the publisher and
under the auspices of the W.
tests,
editor.
C. T. II. took place last night at the
Hotels-Palace
at
the
Noon
Arrivals
A large audience
G. Elks' opera house.
F. J. Cashin, Chicago;
in the conthe
participants
greeted
Franklin Flick and family, Santa Fe;
whom
all
of
acquitted themselves
Claire L. test,
E. H. Bickford, Deming.
well.
exceptionally
C. Leonard, Chicago; S. W. Marshall,
Miss Helen Winter was the successLas Animas, Colorado.
McBride carried
Delinquent Taxes in Sandoval Cou- ful girl while Frank
off
The
medal.
medals were
the
S.
Klock
boys'
ntyDistrict Attorney George
will bring suit against property own- presented to the winners by Governor
ers in Sandoval county, to recover George Curry. The interesting prosomething like $70,000 in delinquent gram provided for the evening's entertainment was as follows:
taxes, owed mostly on land grants.
Trains Still Late Santa Fe trains
First Part.
last night were still several hours Girls' Chorus
late. Six delayed trains from the east Reading W. C. T. U. and Victory..
Edna Lutz
passed Lamy last night. The washouts
in Kansas have been bridged over, but Reading A Brave Boy ..Marlon Law
the soft roadbed makes slow running Reading On Which Side?
a necessity.
Helen Winter
Lodge Meeting Tonight at eight Vocal Solo Thine Eyes, So Blue
at the Masonic Hall there will be a
Mrs. W. D. Hayes
and Tender
special and F. C. meeting of Monte- Reading Were We Kind to Mary?.
zuma Lodge No. 1, A. F. and A. M.
Ruth McBride
Go to Mountalnair Chautauqua To- Reading The Bridal Wine Cup....
day the Santa Fe began the sale of
Pauline Kinsell
Miss Mary McFie
special tickets to the Mountainair Vocal Solo
TION OF MINERS
Chautauqua in Torrance county, thus
Part Second.
presenting an opportunity to visit the Vocal Solo Welcome, Pretty PrimDenver, Colo., July 16. Today's
beautiful town in the Manzanos mounHazel Sparks
rose
of the Western Federation of
session
tains at small cost.
MONEY AND METALS.
Reading Bible Politics
Takes Job as Assistant Librarian
New York, July 16. Prime paper,
Frank McBride Miners, was given over to the read
ing of the minutes of the executive 3
at Los Angeles Miss Nellie Wetter, Reading The Curse
of Strong
4; Mexican dollars, 44; Amal.
for the year. Secretary Scollin 81
board
librarian of the Raynolds public li
S.
Atch. 116; N. Y. C. 132
Drink
John Roberts
of the United Hatters asked financial
brary at Albuquerque, has resigned Vocal Solo When the Birds Go
72
U. P. 194
P. 153
steel
and moral assistance for the striking
her position to take that of assistant
128
call money 1
North Again.... Mrs. H. D. Moulton hatters. Tomorrow the
to Charles F. Lummis, city librarian
question of pfd.
Volunteer
Reading-T- he
Organist..
of Los Angeles, California.
jurisdiction over the Butte engineers GRAIN, LARD, PORK AND RIBS.
Harvey
Eugene
Chicago, III, July 16. Wheat July
Himand firemen, between the Brewery
Twelve Year Old Boy Shoots
Workers and the miners, will be tak- 122; Sept. Ill
selfBecause he thought the gun was Reading A Boy on Prohibition....
Jose Diaz en up by the committee on the
,
;
Corn July 69
Sept. 65
not loaded, twelve year old Irwin
41
47
Oats
Sept.
Quartette
will
which
July
Marshal
of
James
son
report,
shortly
president's
City
Champion,
'
Messrs.
McFie.
Mrs.
Miss
Pork
20.90;
Sept. 21.00.
Moulton,
recommend that the Butte local be
July
C. Champion of Roswell, pointed the
11.721-2- ;
11.75.
C. D. Miller.
A.
Lard
and
Teare
J.
to
and
Sept
hold
down
July
of
at
home
Instructed
at
the
himself
TyFlynn
weapon
Ribs July 11.471-2- ;
Sept. 11.421-2- .
other belligerents or force them out
ler Atkins, a boy friend, and killed Mrs. W. G. Sargent, Accompanist.
16.
New
B.
York,
Patterson
Mrs.
Copper weak
Katherlne
July
of
union.
the
himself.
Reading.
131-33-Lead weak 4.30 35. Silj
Do Not Miss Church Supper The Girls' Chorus
ver 51.
Presentation of Medals.
chicken supper to be given next TuesNOT STARTING
WOOL MARKETS.
church
Methodist
the
at
day evening
A PERFUME PLANT St. Louis, Mo., July 16. Wool
will be one of the gastronomic treats CONVICTS BREAK
(
of the season which no one can afford
steady. Territory and western mediAWAY FROM GUARDS For a number of nights past res! ums 2327; fine mediums 2124;
to miss. A bountiful and appetizing
dents of Hillside avenue have been fine 1218
meal will be served from 5 to 7 o'clock
and everybody is invited to attend.
LIVE STOCK.
Yesterday, two convicts who were greatly annoyed by the presence of a
s
i
Garden Party Tonight Remember working with a gang at the rock quarry strong noxious odor that has been
Kansas City, July 16. Cattle 5,000.
the garden party at Mrs. J. A. Rolls about five miles from town, managed permeating the surrounding atmos- including 2,000. Southerns
steady to
given by the Woman's Aid Society of to effect their escape. The men are phere. The smell is anything, but strong. Native steers $4.50 7.50;
the Presbyterian church this evening. Estanislao Montano, who was serving pleasing and those in the vicinity are southern steers $3.755.75; southern
You will meet your friends there three years for burglary, and Evaristo now preparing to exterminate the cows
$2.504.25; native "cows and ,
and have a good social time and en- Montoya, serving two and one half cause. Investigation has shown that heifers $2.50 7; stockers and feedjoy cool refreshments and sweet years for lanceny. Montano is aged the source is none other than a pole ers $2.505.30;
bulls $2.754.25;.
music. Come and bring your friends. twenty-four- ,
is five foot seven,, weighs cat from the foot hills. Unless some- calves $3.757.60; western steers
City Authorities Trimming Trees-Ma- yor 135 pounds, eyes dark, and hair black, thing unforseen happens, tonight $4.256.25; western cows $35.25.
some leaden missiles will be used to
Jose D. Sena has put men to He has
Hogs
Receipts 5,000. Market 5
long knife slashes on both good
to
advantage and some one will to 10 higher. Bulk of sales $7.80
work
trim trees that overhang the sides of his back, seven inches in
be the gainer by the possession of a
streets so that the branches will not
8.10; heavy $8.05
8.10; packers and
length and a bad knife cut under the
strike carriages and other vehicles. chin. Montoya is aged 36 years, Is beautiful pelt.
butchers $7.958.10; light $7.708;
'
Property owners should not interfere five foot two, weighs 100
pigs $6.507,50.
pounds,
with men trimming the trees as they of dark
complexion, black hair and SEWS BUTTON
Sheep
Receipts 4,000. Market
will only cut away such branches as dark
$4.255.25; lambs
eyes. His face is entirely cov
ON BAB y TONGUE steady. Muttons
hang too low over the street.
marks. Both men
with
range wethers
ered
$78.25;
$45.50;
pock
Good Citizens Should Be There.
range ewes $3.254.75.
were without coats and wore blue
Lleb-sch16.
A.
E.
Fresno,
Cal.,
citizen
July
of the Capital who
Every good
Chicago, July 15. Cattle Receipts
shirts and citiof Sonoma, Cal., was arreBted
cares for its improvement and ad- Denim pants, hickory
Market steady. Beeves $4.85
15,000.
dv
in
the
trail
Their
zen
hats.
lay
at Madiera, on a charge of cruelty to 7.50; Texas steers
vancement, should take an active
blood
$4.506; westbut
rection"of
Pecos
the
valley,
his 13 months' old baby. To stop the ern steers
part in the annual meeting of th
stockers and
e
$4.506.25;
Twenty-fivhounds failed to follow.
Board of Trade tonight.
infant from sucking its lips it is said, feeders $3.10 5.10; cows and heifers
each.
for
is
offered
reward
Liebscher pierced the child's tongue $2.406.35; calves $68.75.
Moving Pictures Tonight Tonight dollars
at the Elks' opera house there will
with a needle and sewed a button on
Hogs
Rceipts 11,000. Market 5
be a change in the moving pictures. ANOTHER IMPROVEeither side. When arrested the man to 10 higher. Light $7.658.15; mixThe following subjects will be on the
carrying the baby in a barley ed $7.708.40;
heavy $7.808.40;
MENT FOR SANTA FE was
program: The Mexican's Gratitude;
sack, but there were no buttons on the rough $7.30 7.95;. good to choice
Le Las Ricochet; Buster's Revenge;
heavy $7.958.40r pigs $6.657.50;
Last night the 'board of trustees of tongue.
Woman Chauffeur; A War Time Tale;
bulk of sales $7.908.20.
a"
meetlocal
fire
department held
Jack's Successful Bluff. The song the
Sheep
Receipts 8,000. Market
NEW
TEACHERS
ANNOUNCED.
will be "My Dream of the U. S. A." ing and decided to give orders for
Native $2.754.90; western
steady.
at
The
school
new
for
Santa
its
.
fire
board
Fe
a
On the Up Grade Santa Fe is the working plans
yearlings $4.606; native
new structure will be lo- last meeting appointed Miss Anna E. $35;
moving on the up grade in every re- house. The
western $4.75
lambs
$4.758.50;
to
Franof
San
of
Dysert
Warrensburg, Missouri,
spect. All tendencies and prospects cated on the north side
8.40,
are in that direction. This is the cisco street above the plaza. It will take the place of Miss Kennedy of
time to help push things along and be two stories in height and will be the High School, resigned. Miss Elthe best way to do this is by organized of brick. Modern in every respect, liott of Park View, New Mexico, was
effort in the Santa Fe Board of Trade. the building is expected to cost about appointed to fill the place of Miss
Do not forget the meeting tonight at $10,000. The lot on which the im Ogle of the fourth grade. Miss Maude
Given Either in
Hancock of Estancia, was elected to
eight o'clock at the Water Company's provement is to be made extends j fill
the
as
caused
OR GERMAN-RAYMO- ND
street
the
Francisco
SPANISH
San
from
resi&
vacancy
back
by
office.
V. Bean.
nation
trus
Miss
of
but
the
as
Palace
avenue,
far
Tomorrow
Skies
Fair
are to be
HAACKE
The board contracted for eighty-fiv- e
fair tomorrow, the same as today, and tees have sold the rear portion facing
Mexican
New
Care
as they have been almost every day on Palace avenue to Levi A. Hughes. tons of Cerrillos mine run coal at
a ton.
$4.10
NOTARY
PUBLIC
the past two months. Yesterday the
maximum temperature was 83 degrees. TWENTY SEVEN
Last night it was down to 58 degrees.
YEARS OF ACTIVITY
There was .01 of an inch of rain again,
AN IDEAL PLACE FOR VACATION,
the same as the day before, but in the
historic surroundings, delightful cliAt the annual meeting of the Board
surrounding mountains, showers were of Trade this evening, Hon. L. B.
mate, magnificent , scenery, fine fishmore abundant.
on retiring from the presiPrince,
ing,
hunting, horseback riding, etc.
Buys Himself a Home District
will give a brief review of the
Good
dency,
eating comfortable : quarters.
Clerk Francis C. Wilson has bought activities of the board
27
the
during
Consumptives
positively not received.
one-haof the Cross orchard and
of Its existence.
Valley BaHch, Hew Heiico Eight miles from Glorieta, where all
Today is alyears
on
Buena
Vista
on
place
Heights
most the exact anniversary, as it was
V
Santa Fe trains ston.
Address, J. F. Miller, Prop.
Capitol Hill. The property adjoins
July 13, 1882. From that
organized
the beautiful home of H. H. Dorman
to this its history is practically
and will be greatly improved by Mr. time
with the history of the
synonmous
Wilson who contemplates the buildIt has taken part in every
and
city
ing of a modern cottage thereon. The effort for the advancement of Santa
deal was made with the Wiley estate
Fe.
which had bought the two acre orEvery Description of work in our line done to order
Cross
home
the
from
chard and
Mrs.
GAME HEADS MOUNTED
SON BORN YESTERDAY
George Cross.
PRINCES DE SAGAN.
TO
Artistic Taxidermy and Ladies' Pur Repairing a Specialty
Change Back to Old Time The
Paris, July 16. A son was born
New Mexico Central Railway will go
S end for prices for tanning and lining
back to its old schedule on Sunday, yesterday to the Princess de Sagan,
Anna Gould of New
furs and hides for rugs and robes
for reasons best known to the man- who was Miss
York.
agement, although from the Santa Fe
Highest prices paid for raw furs of all kinds
de Sagan and Mme,
Helle
Prince
schedule
the
is
present
Qanaral
standpoint
436 Canon Road FRANK F GORMLEY
Merchandise
Phon Black 19
far better than the, old. The train Anna Gould were married July 7,
N.
SANTA
M.
FE,
will leave Santa Fe at 1:45 p. m. ar 1908, after her divorce from Count
riving at Torrance at 8 p. m. It will Bonl de Castellane.
3-- 4

COAL AND WOOD

New A. T,

abortion, etc. It will be seen that the is less and the results not as satisstatute is very strict and the penalty factory.
The side dike system is used to
very heavy, a fact which is not as genbest advantage on ground with t a
erally known as It should be.
uniform slope.
The method is to
build dikes MO feet apart, from eight
BASE BALL AT
to twelve inches high, depending upPOPULAR PRICES on the character of the soil. Water
is taken from the head ditch
and
In a sheet over the areas bespread
The Baseball Park Association ha
tween
taken up the question of making Santa into the dikes. The surplus passes
a ditch and is carried to the
Fe a winner in the baseball line with next area.
the management of the Grey's and, in
The sprinkler plan calls for spray- order to enable everyone to see the
spnnkiers
arranged between the
game with Albuquerque next Sunday, trees 0I. vegetable rows and so
placed
imo iTOutcu me inuic ui Beiieiai au- tnat tney wate
rTnmA
th
mission to 25 cents and the grand This system can be used
only where
stand to 25 cents, thus enabling any- water is supplied under pressure.
one to see the game- from the bleachAnother system is to distribute waers for half the price formerly paid. ter to each tree in an open flume.
This cut in the price, is expected to The water is supplied pom a head
bring out the entire fandom of the ditch. This is similar to the piping
town and rooting for the home team method to individual trees, tut Is a
will inaugurate its banner season be- waste of water, though, the cost of
installation is less.
ginning with Sunday's game.
C. M. Speck, chairman of the pracThe threatening rain of yesterday
scared off the crowd from the grounds, tical demonstration committee of the
but the team will go out In full sway irrigation congress, will be assisted
work out ,in the demonstrations by H. Delepine,
this evening for a red-ho- t
in preparation for the Duke City out- - an experienced engineer, who has
of the work, and practical ir
fit, who have put in a strenuous week cnarBe
at practice, according to reports from rigators ana growers irom. various
their stamping ground, in the expec- methods of watering land to obtain
the best result at the least cost.
tation of slipping one over on the
locals. Manager Kerr has had men
working on the grounds and has them MRS. BAKER EDDY
in fine shape for the battle and, in
88 YEARS OLD
view of the fact, that the reduced
prices will surely be attractive to all, Household Reports Christian Science
a crowd that will make Santa Fe ring
Leader to Be In Splendid
with echoes of joyous lungs, is sure
Health.
to fill up the seating capacity long beBoston, Mass., July 16. Mrs. Mary
fore the game starts.
G. Eddy, founder of Christian
Baker
Remember the reduced prices and
Science today celebrated her eighty-eight- h
boost, boost all the way for iSanta Fe.
birthday. Members of the
household said that "The Mother" is
in splendid health and vigor.
WESTERN FEDERA

1--

satisacory- if anything is not just
right let us know and we make it right.

V

temperature.

(Continued From Page One)

1--

lb. for 75c.
There is no Coffee to equal the above for
the price TRY IT if it does not suit you,
return it to us and we will cheerfully refund your money

.4.

forecast for New
Mexico: Generally fair tonight
and Saturday with stationary

Weather

...

3--

SIESTA 40c a lb.

Inct
D Li.
Ixlgnt

15.

(Continued from Page One.)
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PREMIER, BARRINGTON HALL VIGOSA

T

July

METHODS
OF IRRIGATING.

FOURTEEN
GENERAL.

1--

COFFEE

AND

Colo.,

QUESTIONS ASKED
ATTORNEY

MARKETKEPORT

PRICE

BY THE SACK AT A BETTER

CITY TOPICS

5

'

I

'MINOR

leave Torrance at 11:05 a. m. and arrive here at 5:25 p. m. .Only a mixed,
iu place of a straight passenger and
straight freight train will be run.
Disastrous
Clovis Has Another
Pi re Fire on Tuesday night caused
Curry
$32,000 of damage at Clovis,
county. It destroyed the offices and
stock of the Kemp Lumber Company.
A fierce gale was blowing and the
$.1,200 steam Are engine received just
that afternoon, paid itself many times
over by, preventing the blaze from
wiping out the entire city. The fire
is supposed to have been of incendiary nature. Insurance covers the
loss.

&

FURRIER

